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Prefaoe 

In recent years there have come into existence a large 

number at sc-ientific subjects whose sole literature is 

contained in periodicals. They are no~ sufficiently 

developed to haveoeoome the subjects or text-books or 

even to have become included in texts on related topics. 

The j!roblem of electron oscillations occupies this category. 

At most it has claimed halr a dozen paragraphs in the moet 

modern writings on Radio Communication. 

The technical artioles on this subject are Quite 

extensive now,and probably total from three hundred to four 

hundred. But the matter has not proved so IDlderstandable that 

it aould De ~tled once and for all by a single investigation. 

Practically the opposite is the case. Each investigation 

seams to differ.in many cases radicallY,from every other. 

It has been my purpose in preparing the present thesis 

not essentially to attempt to oontribute new material to 

the existing mass,but rather to digest all that is available, 

to bring out correlations where they seem to exist,and to 

apply experimental test to such aspects as appeared to justiIY 

it. In all. slightly over one hundred and fifty sources have 

Deen consulted and condensed. '\lith very few exceptions these 

have Deen the originals. although about twenty-five have been 

at hand only in the fOTQ of abstracts. 

The subject is not yet on a quantitative basis,and chiefly 

:tor that reason the various papers have not been dissected to 



allow grouping aCQording to subjeot matter,but have Deen 

presented in fairlY exaot chronological order. 

Papers dealing wi th range tasts on communication and 

reception have not oeen discussed. The whole problem 

has oeen viewed :from ~he phys1oaJ. rather -than the practical 

or communication standpOint. Ir the detail gone into may 

seem too minute oQcasionally,1t ha.s Deen due to tha fact of 

brevity not oe1ng oonsidered an essential characteristio 

of a theSiS. 
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HIS~ORI eAL SUlwtMARY 

OF 

~HEORIES AND EXPERI~ITS 



Chapter I 

The Subject 

1. Philosophical Considerations 

While James Clerk Maxwell was an undergraduate student 

at Cambridge about ~he year 1850,he oonceived the idea of 

"translating the extraordinary elecctrical revelations of I.!ichael 

Faraday into the expressive notation of mathema.ticso liany years 

passed before he possessed sufficient training to enable him 

to carry out this task,but ha must have had it continuously 

in his mind. 

Faraday's work had been the ~irst indication of action 

at a distance,of an obscure relation between a cause and an 

affect. Faraday himself had been highly dissatisfied with 

the simple explanations of the phenomena he observed,and 

Msxwe1l was even more so. It became his prinCipal ambition 

to overturn the idea of "action at a dist ance1t and to 

substitute in its place a physical and mathematical explanation 

of induotive and radiative phenomena. 

Twenty-three years later.with the appearance of his 

"Treatise on Electrici ty and l;IagnetismU ,his ambition was 

fully realized. It inTolved the greater part o~ his life work o 

In general.it demonstrated that all electrical and magnetic 

phenomena could be reduced to states of stress or motion in 

some undefined material medium. Induotion or radiation became 

simply a question of propagation of effects through this 

medium. 
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Maltwell's work was so thorough and so fundamental that 

even today it remains the absolute mathematical basis of all 

our eleatromagnetic theory. It has "Deen described as "one of 

the most splendid monuments ever raised by the genius of a 

" single individual. 

Over one hundred years before the time of Maxwell.the 

Newtonlan and the Hughens schools of physiaists had waged their 

battle as to the mechaniaal nature of light,and chiefly from 

the results of experiments on polarisation and interferenoe 

had finallY reached the definite conclusion that light was 

transmitted by harmonic vibratory motion in some all-pervading 

"aether". Maxwell's mathematical researches,which made evident 

to him the propagation of such harmonic vibrations if they 

were eleQtro~magnetio in character,necessarily had led him to 

the prediotion of the eleotro-magnetic nature of light as early 

as 1864,and his eqUations postulated that the velocity of such 

a propagation must numerically equal the ratio of the eleotro

static and eleotro-magnetia systems of units. Within the limits 

of experimental accuracy,this latter statement has of oourse 

been verified and light is indisputably recognized as an 

electro-magnetic phenomenon. The wavelengths of an oscillatory 

light had been determined in Huyghen's time,and were fairly 

accurately known. On the assump~lon of Maxwell's predicted 

value of the velocity. therefore, it was immediately possible 

to oalculate the limiting frequenQies of light.and these were 

found to be about 9 x 1014 cyoles per seoond and 3 x 1014 

oycles per seoond as upper and lower limits respeotively. 
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But Maxwell's theory was not confined to this explanation 

of the nature of light. Its mathematics were not a function of 

frequency. In Maxwell's mind an experimentally observed frequenw 

~or red light of 3 x 1014 cycles per second was of no more 

importance than a physically non-existent oscillation of frequenoy 

10 oyoles per seoond,or 101000 cycles per second. It was not 

therefore essentially either imagination or foresight that caus~ 

him to ·prophesy" the discovery in the future of naturally or 

artifioially produoed electrical oscillations of frequencies 

widely different from those of visible light. It was merely 

in keeping with his convictions as expressed in his equations. 

The potentialities of the prophecy were,nevertheless, 

tremendous. In the last sixty years of scientific development 

more and more physical phenomena have been shown to be 

electro-magnetio in nature until we now know of frequenoies 
23 as widely different as 10,000 cycles per seoond and 10 cyoles 

per seoond,whiah oan be produced artifioiallY,or are present 

in Nature. 

The relation between heat waves,infra-red,&nd red light 

waves was definitely established in the time of Maxwell,the 

wavelengths were known,and it was found that heat waves extended 

the electro-magnetic speotrum from the lower limit of the visible 

light range down to a frequenoy of 5 x lOll cycles per second. 

The next step was not made until 188a when the researches 

of Hertz appeared,and proved the possibility of generating 

frequencies of the -order of 107 cycles per second. Shortly 
I, 

before 1900 Rontgen demonstrated his X-rays,which supplied a band 

of frequenoies oentering around 1017 cycles per second. 
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Less than ten years later Ernest Rutherford found the gamma 

radiations from radio-active substanoes to be eleotro-magnetic 

waves ,with a mean frequency of about 1019 cycles per second. 

The so-called "cosmio raystt,which have been detected and 

investigated by Millikan and others,were first notioed not long 

after Rutherford's work,Bnd extended the spectrum from 1019 to 
23 

10 cyoles per seoond. The final result by 1920,with the 

expansion of each of these frequency ranses as far' as possible 

in either direotion,was the electro-magnetic spectrum of FiS. 1. 

It Is experimentally as well as logically true that waves 

of the same frequency are inherently identical,regardless of how they 

are produced. There ie no particular interest,therefore,in 

attempting to find new methods of generating any frequenoies 

contained in the now oontinuous parts of the speotrum. Useful 

researoh may best be expended on the determination of the 

charaoteristics of waves which it is already possible to produoe, 

or on the disoovery of means for produoing frequencies which 

are not oontained in the known speotrum. 

By 1920,Fig. 1 indicates that there were three frequency 

ranges in whioh oscillations were not known to exist. The first 

of these is the range from 0 hertz to 104 hertz*. Actually it ie 

of course possible to generate any frequency from 0 hertz to 

* The phrase "cycles per seoond" sounds rather awkward on oontinuous 

repetition. To supplant it and to perpetuate the name of the man, 

the term "hertz" has reoently aome to have this meaning,and will 

be used in that sense from this point on. 
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104 hertz by rotating maahinery,but radiation of power at suoh 

frequencies is very nearly zero,and because the electro-magnetio 

speotrum is properly a speotrum of radiations,the portion of it 

below 104 hertz may be said not to exist. 
23 At the high frequency end of the speotrum,above 10 hertz, 

there is no reason to believe that it will ever be possible to 

produoe or deteot oscillations,unless we sometime aocept the 

philosophical oon~eption of thought transference as an ultra 

high-frequency eleotro-magnetio effeot. The oharacteristics of 

hard X-rays,of gamma rays,and of oosmio rays are very muoh 

the same exoept for the degree of penetrative power possessed 

by each and it is a reasonable assumption that higher frequency 

waves would differ from those ftow known only in this respect. 

There is left for consideration only the range from 108 

hertz to 5 x lOll hertz. This is a particularly interesting 

range. From its high frequency edge up to the cosmic ray 

frequency, the spectrum is oontinuous and the various types 

of radiation shade into one another. Heat and infra-red light 

give the same physiologi~al sensation; violet light shades into 

ultra-violet whose ionizing and penetrative properties increase 

with frequenoY,approaching those of soft X-rays. From the lower 

frequency edge of this range right down to the speatrum limit, 

oscillations are also found continuously. These radlations all 

have their only important application in communioation work, 

and their properties do not differ very greatly with frequency. 

But these properties are ~ntirely different from those of light 

or heat. 

Thus in this blank range a very complete ohange in the 
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physical oharacteristics o~ the waves takes plaae. A change 

in the method of propagation,a ohange in the method of detection, 

and a ohange in the method OY generation. How it is possible 

~or the properties of heat waves to shade into those of radio 

waves Is a question that will best be solved by the generation 

of all the intermediate frequencies as continuous oscillations. 

The discovery of methods ~or this generation is a wide ~leld 

of research. 

Obviously the question could be approached ~rom three 

sides. The intermediate ~requencias might oe produoed by an 

extension of the known methods of generating and deteoting 

heat radiations,or by an adaptation of radio osoillators of 

known type,or by the ~ortuitous method of finding a new means 

of producing oscillations whose frequenay might lie 1n ·the 

desired range. 

strangely enough,it Is this latter solution which has 

developed the most rapidly,and the entire subjeot of electron 

oscillati"ons concerns itself with exactly this frequenoy 

range,or properly a limited part of it,~rom about 108 to 1010 

hertz. 

So much tor the philosophical aspect. 

2. Practical applications. 

The story OY sucoess~ul long distance radio oommunication 

was for many years a straightforward narrative o:f aommuniaation 

at lower and lower wavelengths. Starting in the range o~ hundreds 

o~ meters,1t was found that 100 meters was better,then 50 
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meters and ~lnally 20 meters and 10 meters. But between the 

wavelengths o~ 10 and 20 meters the increase in the ratio of 

distance to power begins to fall off. It is found that at 

these shorter wavelengths a very much denser ionization of the 

upper atmosphere is required for refl-ection of the waves,and 

communication possibilities have a decided diurnal variation 

with the motion of the sun. 

Very recent investigations indicate that no waves shorter 

than about 5 meters are ever reflected from the Heaviside layers 

and oommunication on wavelengths shorter than this oritical 

value will be possible only by waves travelling in a direct 

line from the reoeiver to the transmitter. 

Waves under three meters in length are propagated almost 

strictly linearly,and are absorbed by most material obstacles. 

At the s&ne time they are short enough to permit the construction 

of reflecting devioes having dimensions of the order of one or 

more wavelengths,whioh is a necessity for a satisfactory 

reflector. 

Their future in the history o~ oommunication is very 

definitely defined by these oharacteristics. Three principal 

applioations are indicated: 

(1) Urban broadoast service. This use has already been 

demonstrated very satisfactorily for waves slightly above the 

three meter range,and there is no doubt that it can be extended 

down much farthero The general idea 1s to have a transmitter 

loeated at a central point in a district 9 designed to service 

only a range within a mile or less. 
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(2) Landline ahain radio-telegraph service. Oscillators 

at these low ~requencies are very economically built,and a 

logical development is the establishment of a chain of such 

stations between indUstrial canters,all the intermediate stations 

of the chain acting as relays. 

(3) Secret oommuniaation. EVen at the longer short waves 

companies operating commercial radio services have attempted to 

obtain a beam effect of transmission that would provide some 

degree of privacy. At wavelengths below 3 meters the 

transmission beam can De confined so closely that detection 

of signals at one degree or less off the line of the oeam 

becomes impossible. 

There is thus not the slightest doubt that transmission 

on ~requencies between 108 and 1010 hertz is an important 

practioal proposition,and will be developed rapidly when 

conditions warrant. 

But this can never be possible until all the possibilities 

and vagaries of the equipment which is to be used have been 

thoroughly and clearly worked out,and this is certainly not 

yet the oase for ultra-high frequenoy oscillators of any type. 

While ultra-high frequency equipment remains as unstable and 

as sensitive as it is at present,it has no future in communication. 

When the subject becomes firmly established on a 

quantitative basis,so that desired results can be obtained by 

satisfying perfectly definite rules,oommercial development can 

begin. Until then the subject remains entirely in the hands 

of the experimenter. 
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3. Early history. 

Until the year 1918 the regenerative vacuum-tube oscillator 

was the only known means of producing continuous oscillations at 

the lower radio wavelengths. The lowest wavelength that had 

been reached by that time was of the order of 5 meterso A 

paper whioh we may consider as representative of the most 
. 1 

advanoed work of the period is one by vl.C._Yhite which 

describes the production of thse shortest osaillations. 

By 1919 the lower limi~ had been pushed down as far as 1.5 

meters,ahiafly as a result of the work of Gutton and Touly 

in France 2. Sinoe then innumerable workers have tried their 

hands at the same problem. but with very little suocess in 

regard to generating lower wavelengths. A very thorough paper 

by C.~~.Englund summarizes these efforts up to 1927 9 and lists 
3 29 items of bibliography ,while a recent paper by Commander 

4 
W.H.~:~Tenstrom deals briefly wi th the complete history and 

also contains a largebibliograpby. 

It seems evident from all these records that the 

regenerative oscillator will never be useful for dependable 

generation of wavelengths shorter than 1.5 meters,in spite o~ 

the fact that extreme cases have shown the possibility of 

producing waves as short as .60 meters. 

Such osaillations are not tfelectron oBcillations",and do 

not fall within the scope of the present thesis,so that no 

more space will be devoted to them at this point. A certain 

amount of experimental work was done on them in leading up 

to the main work of the thesis,and it will be mentioned later. 
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A second type of circuit for the production of high 

frequency continuous osoillations with a vacuum tube was first 

described by a paper by A.W.Hull 5 in 1918,whiah described the 

discovery of the negative resistance or dynatron characteristic 

of a triods. In general,using resonant circuits.it has not been 

possible to obtain oscillations at shorter wavelengths than 

about 15 meters with the dynatron. cirauit,but the underlying 

secondary emission principle has been found to have important 

bearings on the generation of electron oscillations. The 

development of this is discussed more fully in chapter IV. 

In November of the following year there appeared in 

Radio Review a short paper by R. Whiddington. It told hOw, 

~1g. 2 

using a gassy vacuum tuba 

in the circuit of Figo 2 

he had been able to detea~ 

and study oscillations whose 

wavelength,within the limits 

of observational accuracy 

varied with the voltage on 

the grid of the tube in such a way that the product of the grid 

voltage and the square of the wavelength was constant. The 

wavelength also appeared to be dependant on the dimensions of 

the tube, but had no relation whatever to the constants of any 

external circuit connected to the electrodes. 

By supposing the resistance of certain spots on the tungsten 

filament Which for some reason,probably chemical,would De 

partiaularly sensitive to temperature changes,he worked out the 

following mechanism for the oscillations: 
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"Electrons emitted from such a spot will travel to the 

grid with a velocity u given by i m u 2 = e V.where V is the 

voltage on the grid with respect to the particular point on 

the filament. The electrons will thus take a defini te and 

calculable time to travel from the filament to the grid Under 

the potential applied. ,On passing through the grid 9 howevar,the 

electrons pass into the strong electrio field of the anode 

and assume ionizing speed. The negative ions iollow the electrons 

to ~he anode, but the positive ions pass back through the grid 

to the filament with a velocity u' determined ~rom their mass 

m'. There will thus he a cloud of positive ions focussing on 

the filament and bombarding the original electron-emittirlg spot. 

This bombardment,by producing a new burst of electrons,sets up 

a self-sustaining current oscillation whose period is determined 

(for any partioular valve) solely by the charge to mass ratio 

of the ions present and by the potential applied to the valve." 

Because the ions present were the heavy ions of meroury 

vapor,the wavelengths he observed were of the order of 500 

meters. Ha suggested the name IONIC oscillations as descriptive 

of the phenomenon. 

Less than two months later the Physikalisohe Zeitschrifte 

presented a paper '1 1Ulder the title "The shortest waves that 

oan be produoed by vacuum tubes". The a.uthors described 

experiments using a high vacuum tube in a oircuit like that 

of Fig. 3. They had observed oscillations which, like those 

found by Whlddington,had their wavelength determined only by the 

dimensions of the tube electrodes and by the potentials applied. 
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In this case~though there Jare no hea ·y ions present,and the 

oscillations had to 

r----4- - ____ _ 

be caused oy the 

electrons from the 

fil~aen~ of t16 tu e. 

+ 

i 
Consequently, the 

vavelengt S lera 

much 10 'er than 

those hiddin ton 

ig. d found. Th Y 

ers , in xact , Oi the order of 50 centimeters,and ere beyond a. 

doubt the shortest Naves ever knOml to be generated by 

up to that time. The authors coine the phras ~L CTRON 

oscillations as indicative o:f the metho of en r tion. 

triods 

This was the paper of H.Barkhausen and K.Kurz , and bec ~use 

of 1 t the oscillations have come to - a Imown in g "'leral as 

Barkhausen Kurz oscillation~. 4ccorcin to them electron 

osaillations e: 

Any oscillations enerated by v cuum tube, which main 

themselves purely oy a rene ted orderly motion of the electrons 

in the tube . which do not re~uire for thei r maintenace or 

n 

detection that any external cirouit be applied to the e1 ctrodes 

of the tube , and whose wavelength is dependent prim ily on the 

dimensions of the electrodes and the potentials appl d to them. 

Such, in general . is the meaning that will be implied y 

the phrase as used throughout the following pages. The next few 

chapters are a survey o~ the ~ork that has resulted dir ctly 

from this original p per of arkhausen ana Kurz. 
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It ie worthy of note here that a paper published in 1921 50 

by S. Zilitinkiwitsk also announoes the tfdiscovery" of this 

same type o~ oscil1ations,and the work was evidently done 

entirely independently of that of Barkhausen and Kurz,although 
51 

it appeared later. This paper and a second by the same author 

appeared only in a Russian periodical (Arahiv.f.Electrot.) which 

is not widely ciroulated. Neither of the two have Deen 

available in the original,and the only referenoes found 

(Saience Abstraats,1926) give no indication o~ the teohnical 

contents. It is therefore ~ortunately not known how ~ully 

the subject was investigated. 



Chapter II 

The Barkhausen Kurz Paper 

The possibility or generating electron oscillations appears 

never ~o have existed as a theory before the experimental 

discovery of the ~act. In fact the oscillations were originally 

detected as a disturbing influence in connection with other 

experiments on vacuum tubes.and were practically forced on the 

attention of the discoverers. For some time after there existence 

waS ~irst indioated.e~~erimenting had to be done to find out 

what accounted for them,and how they might b8 produced as 

desiredo Such at least is the o~ening confession of the 

authors of this paper. 

The name o~ H. Barkhausen appears quite frequently ih 

scientific literature.and this experimenter has been actively 

and successfully associated with a very diverse group of 

physical subjects. Probably for this reason,and oecause the 

discovery of the waves was accidental in naturetthe original 

paper makes no attempt to expand very fully on their properties. 

The circuit which was first used,and which is the basic 

circuit of all electron oscillators,is that oX Fia. ~. ShOwing 

only the bare essentials,it consists of a triods tube whose 

electrodes are aylindrical in shape and are symmetrical with 
I 

respect to the fila..mente8. high potential battery with potentiometar 

and milliameter in the grid circuit. the same ~or a lower voltage 

and current in the plate circuit,and a heating battery with 

*heostat and ammeter in the filament circuit. If the tube is 

satisfactorY,such a cirouit will always serve to demonstrate 

the oscillations. 
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The mea.sureme t OI ~avelength by the :form ion o:f stand n 

~aves on conductors has been used as Iar b ,k as the time 0 

Hertz,and ts acaur y and limi tations are ery 11 under tood" 

C.R.Englund h s raced · ts growth l1ghl 8 ana. there er ... or 

is no oubt that by 1920 the method as unmversal y recognize • 

t any r te,Barkhausen and Kurz 1mm diataly adap~ it to their 

purpose~ 

Usin t 0 Ion parallel ro s,one connected to e grid 

and the other to the plate of the tube,th y Observe ~ith 

detector the poe on 0 r 01 t e nod s ana. loops 8.110. by 

measur ng the spac1 o~ t ese ~Q d t e ave1ength g·ven b 

their first measuremen to oe exactly 100 cen imeters. 

Continuing the same procedure, they ob~ainen data ~or t ~o 

curves 1ndicatin the effect 0 the potent s 0 he way lan 

). eMS The irs't 0 e~ , 
220 i ~ 4,i ith 

zoo osi'tive rid voltage 
180 

or. 180 and nega.t1 v 
I~O \ 

\ 

140 ~ n1 te olt e or D~.6, 

120 
.8 .9 1.0 1.\ 1.2 a.na. inClicat s a very 

rh AMPS 

( & P\.. .. ' L • • t 10 ? ) J mar ad change 0 a e 

1 ngth wi th change of fl ment current. For t e same cur e th 

rormula ater develop d ould substitute a cons ant avelen h 

or 270 centlmeters. In view o~ later work. the most nterest n 

reature or th s curve is its continuity over the wid ilam n 

current range. Only one sli ht break occurs , be ean 1 00 

1.02 ampere s. 

t ~ 
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The second oharacteristic, igcs 5 , indicates Or/a e1 ngt aritiol1 

i h ilcreasilg ne a1il. 9 anode voltage,a.t constant :t:il ent 

ACMS 
'lbO 

current. ::: e 

lcula'tsn cur e 

220 

200 
sho in is taKen :from 

------- ---

'&0 
.60 
140 
.20 
lOO 

deri ed ..L er . ... ere 

lOO 2~O uo II!)O 100 50 o gain -'-he con t i ... .l i ty 
Ea VOLTS 

If> K 1».,. z~ . t 11120) 
of t~e cur a is 

featu e th t h been 
i . b 

verified by ery :9 other e~peri enters. 

The geleral observ tions ma e ~er9 t" e ild 

'IJ a "alength of y extern cire .it conne~te to th electrodes, 

the fact th t no body cap city i1 -CIUe.L1CaS ere present , d 

the indication th t a. de::inite reI tion existed et-'een the 

oscillation intensi ty and t.e posi t· e pI te curre1...t f o. ··ng. 

The chott tub used h s lode di ster of .1 centi ete_ , 

a grid diameter of 0 . 7 centimaters , 

current of 1.0 amperes . 

nor 1 fil 91 t 

"From the~e observ tions , th indication is that tu 
observed phenomena are all t ~ing lace inside th tube, and 

that the maintenance of the oscillations must 0 determined 

by a motion of the electrons; the follo ing tl or:l TJoulC1 t:"\p~e 

to be not unlik lye 

The electrons leaving t e filu"llent re dra n ~ th 

considerable velocity to the grid . Here a small part of t 

strike the grid wires , uut by f the greater p r~ p s th 

th sp aces bet een the iree an a pro ch the 1 te . i 
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be easily demonstrated by the fact that even a low positive 

plate voltage suffices to make the anode current much greater 

than the grid aurrent. If,however,the anode is nega.tive,the 

electrons are unable to reach it; they are decelerated,reverse 

in direction,&ld return towards the grido Here again only a 

small part ot them strike the grid, the remainder continuing on 

througho Thus most of the electrons move back and forth through 

the grid,pendulum-like,before they finally strike it. This 

to-and-fro motion of the electrons produces the electric 

oscillations. ~or this to be true,it is necessary only that 

a semblance of order enter into the motion o~ the electrons, 

that they move in phase,and that this order be set up by the 

electrons themselves. In this way the oscillations will be 

self-starting." 

Asswning plane electrodes and the anode at the same 

potential as the cathode, the wavelength may be easily caloulated 

as follows: The velocity of an electron acted on by a voltage 

~g is given by the formula v = ~2 ~ Eg = 6 x 10
7 

VEg. 

where elm is the ratio of the charge to the mass for the 

electron. The ratio of this veloaity to the velocity ot light 

is v = 6 x 10
7 ~ = tEo(~ 

Vo 3 x 10 
The reciprocal of this ratiotmultiplied by the path traversed 

by the electron during one oscillation, should be equal to the 

wavelength of the oscillation. But the predicted length of the 

path is the distance from the filament to the plate and baok 

to the filament; i.e.,twioe da.the diameter of the anode. Thus 
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With a negative anode voltage the electrons do not get as #ar 

as the anode. The calculated equivalent anode diameter is then 

d'a :: daEg - dgEa 
Eg - Ea 

so that in the most general case the wavelength is gi van "oy 

1000 

1E8 
daEg - dgEa 

Eg - Ea 

The difference between the calculated and observed 

wavelengths in Figs. 4 and 5 1s explained as due to the 

influence o:f space ch.arge. For Fig. 4 calaulation indicates a 

constant wavelength of 270 centimeters,since the voltages are 

constant. The increased heating current,howevertmeans greater 

electron emission and greater space charge. For this reason the 

Itelectron-dance ll is accelerated.and the wavelength shortened. 

The fact that for low heating aurrents,meaning negligible 

space cha.rge,the wavelength is very close to the theoretical 

value, upholdS this view. 

The curves of Fig. 6 show total emission current,as the sum 

of plate and grid O'urrents,plotted to grid voltage.in one case 

40 
Fig. 6 

10 

20 

10 

20 4-0 GO 80 100 VOLTS 

8 K Ph'1" le.t 1920 

where oscillations are allowed to oCQur,and in the other where 
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osoillations are prevented by a positive plate voltage. 

Although the difference for the two curves in plate vol~age is 

39 volts, the amplifioation factor indicates that this shiIts 

the characteristic o~ the tube only a very few volts. The 

results to be noticed are that with osoillations occurring, 

the saturation ourrent is only reached with a grid voltage o~ 

90 volts,while where there are no oscillations present, saturation 

occurs at 60 volts; and of greater i~portancetthe ~act that the 

total emission currant is appreciably lower where oscillations 

exist. The conclusion drawn from this is that the existence of 

a space charge must accompany the presence of the oscillations, 

and the wavelength will always differ from the calculated value 

for this reason. 

Tests made with tubes having anode dirunetars of 2olt~.1 

and 3 0 5 aentimeters indicated exactly the predicted effect of 

this 'Variable on the wavelength. It was found tha.t mo:ce intense 

oscillations were obtained with tubes having ~iner grid wire 

and greater pitoh of grid winding,since this allows a larger 

proportion of the emitted electrons to pass through the grid 

on each phase. No oscillations of any kind could ba obtained 

with tubes not symmetrioal in oonstructiono 

"USing a tube of anode diameter 2.1 oentimeters,with 500 

volts on the grid and the highest reasonable heating current, 

we obtained a wavelength of 43 centimeters and could get no 

lower. It should be possible to use higher voltages,and to 

construct a tube with an anode diameter of the order o~ 

0 0 5 centimeters; under such conditions the wavelength would 

have a lower limit of about 10 centimeters." 



Chapter II! 

Gill and :'.Iorrell 

It is remarkable that less than a dozen important original 

papers on this subjeot were published in the seven years 

following the announcement of the discovery of electron 

osoillations. Usually a new and broad field of research such as 

this, about which such a large nunber of conflicting opinions 

can exist, will provoke considerable controversy and a large 

amount of valuable experimenting and 'writing will result; 

but not in this case. The second paper in the literature 

worthy o~ consideration did not appear until 1922,and was not 

followed unt~l 1924 by a very ~ew more. 

This second paper 9 is,however,one of the :few really 

important ones there are,for several reasonso It brings out a 

~airly complete study of the characteristics of the oscillations; 

it discloses many features that Barkhausen and Kurz had not 

observed; and it sets ~orth the first and one o~ the raw 

exisiting mathematical theories Lor the mechanism of the 

oscillations. Un~ortunately the theory is based on assumptions 

which Gill and IJorrell later ad!!li t were not justified,and it;-

is of interest now mainly to illustrate the approach to the 

sUbject. 

The greater part of the paper is devo~ed to purely 

experimental results,and bec~use these are of considerable 

importance,it will be worth while to consider them in 

connection w1~h the circuit used. 

A single tube was used throughout, of- the TIarooni 11Th 

type, and was selected from a large number as being the most 
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symmetrical in construction, and being su~ficiently gas free 

that the cause o:r oscillations aould not possiblyoe cre.dited 

to ionized gas in the tubeo This special selection wi~h 

regard to symmetry was made because all calculations must be 

made with regard to perfect symmetry of the electrodeS,ana 

if experimental results are to be compared with theoretical 

~1gures,this symmetry must exist in the tube used~ These 

Marconi tubes possess several desirable features. Their 

filament along the length of the plate and grid consists of 

a Single straight wire,bu't a~ each support a short part of 

the wire is wound in spring :rorm.and there 1s a s1igh t tension 

present. This allows the wire to remain perfectly straight even 

though there m~ De considerable expansion on heating. The 

filament emission is quite high wlder rated conditione and 

is very constan~ at the values which were used. The plate 

lead is brought out or the top of "the 'tube,while the grid lead 

comas ou~ at the bass,resulting in very high insulation 

resistance. ~~1i th this arrangement, by cormeoting a. ~trip of 

tin-foil arotmd 'the canter of th e tube ana: grounding It, very 

minute anode currents m~ Oe measured ,dth an elec~rometer. 

The apparatus used is illustrated in Fig. 7. The 

general layout is much the same as tha.t used by Barkhausen, 

but wi~h the important difference that the Lecher Wires 

oonnected to the tube have a length of 8bO centimeters,plus 

leads to th& tube terminals of about 70 centimaters length. 

The ~wo oondensers C and the thermo-couple T constitute the 

movable bridge on the wires,and the: galvanometer connected 

to the ou tput of the thermo-aouple is considered as measuring 
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the intensity ot osoillation. The potentiometer S allops the 

anode potential to be varied from plus three to minus three 

volts with respeot to the negative filament terminal. 

"';":i th this arrangement the el ectrons set ire e a"t the 

filament move outwards under the positive voltage V of the 

grid,and a oertain number go direct to the grid ro1d are 

collected there, the remainder P~ES through the grid and if 

the poten~ial of the plate is just less than that of ~he 

filamen~tthey return ~o it ruld are f1n~11y oollected on the 

grid. If ton the other hand,~he plate potenti.J.l is a little 

above that ot the filamen~,a oertain proportion of those getting 

through the grid reach the plate. I! the plate potentiometer 

is now adjusted until the plate aurrent is just zero,it will 

De found tha.t wi th the Dridge in oertain positions a pla.te 

crurren~ appears. It was the presenoe or this plate ourrent 

whioh led Barkhausen to the uiscovery or the short waves. 

Wi th the presen"t apparatus these oscillations nre aJ.so made 

apparent by the deflection ot the g.'Jl. vanometer attauhed to 

the 1ihermo-junation. The posi tions of 'the bridge at VJhich the 

galvanometer gave a maximum deflection were fairly sharply 

defined and did not always coincide with the positions for 

maximwn plate current." 

If for a given ~be there should be a certain optirarum 

wavelength ~ produced by a. grid voltage V, by starting the 

bridge on the Lecher wires from a position close to the tube, 

and Slowly moving it away from the tube along the ~~rest 

maximum currents in this external circuit would logically 

be expected to occur at positions of the bridge for which 
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the external circuit s tuned to ~aveleng~hs o~ i te r 

multiples of ~ T __ e theory of echer wires is such t 1 t in 

the per~ect case the resonant velellgth is linear :tUllction 

of the length, ~n the devi tions from t~ is c used y practi 

considerations are lmoet negligiole. It Nould then be e-pec ed 
, 

that on moving ~he bringe nescrioed,th positions ror 

maximum curren woula occur t e u ly s_ t").ced interv' Is long 

the length or the wires , &1d t e velength of the oscillations 

WOuld oe measureabl simply as t ce ~he dist nee be~ en such 

positionsD lZill ana. J/orrell were the first to i"ino. "that t is 

is aeleom the case. 

It is found in the m jority of cases ~hat"t re are t 0 

or more sets of posit1ons.forrnin as many series or e uo.l 

spaoeSt~d as the spacing is nifferent in a ch set the indication 

is that the grid voltage V is able to m -nt in ore than one 

wavelength of 08cill tion. 

To oe able to measure these various wavelen ths sap tely, 

the obvious solution is to meaSUTe wavelength on secondary 

circuit loo ely coupled to the oscillator circuit, vhich will 
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not affec't 1ihe mode of oscillation. Under these conditions 

the bridge on the primary circuit may be set at any desired 

pOint to bring out any particular wavelength,and this wave

length may be accurately measured in the secondary circuit. 

"~ second pair ot long Lecher wires were set up with 

a loop joining one end,ana this loop was brought near the 

va,l ve oircui t. When the secondary is in t1U1e wi th the ~)rin:a.ry 

the ourren~ in the prim~y is reduced. ~he deflection o~ the 

galvanometer connected to the primary circuit may oe reduced 

by as much as 50% Wban the bridge in the secondary circuit 

is in the tuned positiont~d a movemen~ of 0.5 centimeters 

e1 thar way will restore ~he primary current to its norr:l9.l 

value. ..:ill the wa.velengths quoted were measured on this 

:form qf wavemeter and may Oe taken as a.ccurate to 0.5%." 

The ~irst and most important test descrihed by Gill and 

lforrell is the following: It is 01' oonsiderable signifioanoe 

as being conclusive proof o~ the dependence or the wavelength 

of electron oscillations under some conditions on the 

external circuit o~ the oscillator. 

The test is made with the apparatus described above, 

With the condenser bridge and the thermo-couple on the Lecher 

system at the end away from the oscillator,so that the external 

circuit consists of some 900 centimeters or ~his system. With 

the filament heated to allow a few milliamperes emission.and 

with the plate at two vol~s positive,the grid voltage is raised 

in steps or two volts,~rom 16 to 120 volts. The results al·e 

shown in Fig. BtaB galvanometer de~leotion plotted to grid 

voltageo 
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ttThe curve shows th t oscil_ations are oce rring 0 er 

nearly the hole range. but that the i tensity s maxima r or 

certain values o~ grin voltage: 16,24,42,08,82,1 4. T e 

wavelengt S Ior the correspond ng r ges are 086 centimeters, 

4bl (Jentimeters,~66 centimeters,DO'l uen1iimeter ,262 centimet ra, 

22~ centimeters. T es correspond the fr e oscillations of 

the system,920 uentineters lop~ plus a sli ht correction for 

the leads in the tube itself. 

The sys em of iir s connected to t e val e therefore 

presents a selection or 10 s mo es of osci11 tion 0 ~ne 

alve,rrom hich the v 1 a chooses the ones suit_bIe for 

the particular oltage V bet ~een the rid a. the 1 · ta, the 

sh p rise just oefore the v rious m in icating ha the 

system osoi11 tee on the longer w es oy reference." 

It is pparent ~rom these xesu1ts th t the oscil1 tor 

ill osui11a e at constant Ja e1ength ~or a cons erab e r_ 

Fig. 

Ii: . M . Phol Mo,\ \ ,\'1.'1 .. 

where this ave1ength is determineu ay a mode OT the e tern 

uirault. To show the reversibility o~ his dependence,io6Q 

th range Ol: w velan th whi"'h can be produced t sin le rid 

volt age on v ryi- g the external ci cuit,a mo ificat on of th 
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original circuit is usedo In this case the Lecher wires are 

replaced by two telescoping rods. connected in the same t1~er as 

the wires. Their length can be va.ried from about 150 to ;600 

centimeters& ~s an example it was found that wi~h this arrange-

ment at a grid potential of 44 volts, an emission or 1.5 

milliamperes,any wavelength from ~20 to 451 cen~imeters could 

be produaed,m~~imum intensity being observed at 323 centimeters. 

The other experimental resul~s recorded are of no 

im:portance. 

In developing their mathematica.l theory :ror the 

oscillations t Gill and l.:orrell l:irst m.)'Ke the follorving 

simpli:fying assumptions,without which the development of 

equations beuomes extremely involved: 

(1) That the grid and plate m~y be reg3Xded as forming 

~ parallel plate condenser. 

(2) That all of those electrons Which pass through the 

grid have the sane velocity at the grid. 

(3) That the electrons which return to the grid from 

the plate are nearly all collected on it. 

(4) That the osaillating potential differences are small 

compared to the fixed potential differenoes. 

The plate and filament are at zero potenti31,while the 

grid is at V volts posit1veo 

Then an eleotron arrives at the grid with a velocity v, 

due to the potential V,and if i~ passes ,hrough to the grid

plate space and returns to the grid,it will again h~ve 
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velocity v. In the grid-plate spa.ce the l'Jork done by the 

potential V on the electrons is thus zero. 

When ~ alternating potential Vo sin pt exists between 

the grid and plate,however,the work done in this space is not 

necessarily zero. It m~ become either positive or negative. 

If it is negative,then the eleotrons are giving up energy to 

the oscillating system,ana if this energy is supplied in sufficient 

quanti ties to overcome the losses in the s~rstem, the oscill:tions 

may be sustained purely by the motion of the electrons. 

After passing the grid with velocity v,an electron becomes 

subjea~ed to a retardation x,wld it T is the time the electron 

takes to p~ss from the grid to the plate, then v = fT,assID~ing 
that the electron gets very close to the surfQ.ce of the pl.Jote. 

Where d is the distance between the grid and the plate, the 

electric field due 'to the alternating potential 1s Vo sin pt 
a. 

and the corresponding force on an electron is e Yo sin pt. 

The work done by this force depends on 

the electron passes the grid.and for a 

jd

o 
e Vo Sin pt 

d 

d 
the time to at villich 

given to is equal to 

dx 

where the X-axis is perpendicul~ to the grid and plate. 

But the velocity at time t follows from 

dx 
dt 

--
so that the work integral becomes 

f
tO-t-T 

f e *0 (T + to 

to 

- t) Sin pt dt 
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which gives,as the work done on the electron in moving ~rom 

the grid to the plate 

2 ;
2
Vo t T ao~ ;J2to + sin pto - S~2 peT + to) } -----(1) 

By integrating from to + T to to + 2T an expression may also 

be found for the work on the return journey. 

Obviously, the value of (1) when integrated ~rom 0 to 2~ 

is zero if the function is continuous throughout this range. 

Hence if all the electrons returned to the grid or remained a~ 

the plate, the oscill°a.tions could not exist. rlhere a portion of 

the electrons remain at the plate.how9ver,the function becomes 

discontinuous,and the wo~k integral need not be zero and m~ 

De negative. 

~lhen no work is done on an electron in the grid-plate s~ace 

1 t just reaches the surface of the pl~eo If then posi tive work 

is done on it,it will remain at the plate while i~ negative work 

is done on it,it will return to the grid. Those values of to 

which make (1) negative will be the values ~or which the electrons 

return to the grid. It is in this wa:y found that the electrons 

flowing during a time ~/p remain ~t the plute,and then the entire 

~low returns to the grid for an equal time. 

The work done by the alternating potential on each of these 

two classes ot electrons will be equal but will be opposite in sen~ 

and helloe the net work will be zero during the grid-plate 

journey_ It is then neoessary to obtain the wor~ integral for 

the return journey,for the electrons which return to the grid, 

and if this is negati ve the oscillations C8.!l theoretic;J.lly be 

sustained. 
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"To find therefore if ~'1 oscillation vlhose periodic time 

is 2 rip and amplitude Vo can be sustained by a. grid voltage V, 

it is necessary first to find the time T whioh the electrons 

take to pass from the grid to the plate under the field due to 

V alonetnext to find the values of to :ror those electrons which 

return to the grid,and finally to find the mean value of the 

work integral :for the plate-grid journey for ttese alec1ironso 

Knowing the emission current, t!le total work can be calcula.ted. 

I~ this is neg~tive and ~t least e~ual to the dissip~tion 

losses per second, the oscillation ~nl1 be sustained." 

A.pplying this rea.soning to their paxticular app~ra.tuSt 

Gill and 1.1orrell worked out the follo',ving t~hle indicating 

theoretical check on the existenoe of the various modes of 

osaillation they observed experimentally. 

Values of pt for the 
electrons wh~ch return \Vork W,~:l velength 

to the grid 

'Tf/4T 1650 to 3450 negligible 1040 ems. 

lr/2T 1500 to 3~Oo -047 020 ems. 

~1f/4T 1;15 0 to 315 0 -.85 '647 cr::s. 

-«IT 1200 to ~OOo -.36 260 ems. 

2njT 900 to 1800 
-.~2 lDO cms. 

Since increased emission will increase the net work 

input to the system,it should increase the range of wavelengths 

which can be maintained. This is found to be true experimentallyo 

Osaillations of maximum intensity are found for the value 

of pT approximately 31f/4T. But iI T va.ries a.s [V. ana. the 

wavelength varies as lip, at the wavelength of m,'lXimum intensi ty 
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the relation between grid voltage and wavelength will be 

~2V = constant, which is a decided modification of the 

Barkhausen Kurz concept of the universality of this relation. 

"There is also a special case not explained by this theory 

in Whioh the plate is very neg~tive with respect to the filament 

and oscillations are produoed wi thout any current reaching the 

plate at all. The oscillations in this case must almost 

certainly ne due to a velocity distribution at the grid (in 

contradiction to one of the sinwlifying assumptions here) which 

means that the electrons will not pass the grid in a uniform 

stream.and the integral of the work function need not De zero 

as it normally is when all the electrons return to the grid. 

"The effeot of the voltage drop of about 4 volts down the 

filament is th~t instead of d~aling with one stream in the 

field due to the grid being charged to V volts there are ~ series 

of streams moving under potentials varying from V to V-4 volts. 

In the general case where the pla.te is sli2J:tl~{ 1.:1061 ti ve vv'1 th 

respect to the filament sane of the streams reach the plate, 

while the ret19,inder approach it to varying distanoes. If 

oscillations cownence some of these latter are periodically 

diverted to the plate, while in the other half-oscillations some 

of the former are diverted off. Thus all the streams concerned 

ma1nt.9.in the oscilla.tions as in the simple the ory." 

Although the matgematics in this theory may be considerably 

at fault on account or the error in the Simplifying assunptions, 

the conception of the manner in which the 9.1 ternating potentials, 

when once set up,oan maintain the osoillations 3utomatiaally 
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is the basis of almost every mechanical explanation of the 

oscillations ever arrived at.with the exception of those 

described in chapter VIII. 

Although Barkhausen and Kurz made their wavelength 

measurements on Lecher wires directly connected to the 

electrodes of the tube 9 they presumably dia not encounter the 

case described in this chapter in- which two or more equally 

spaced sets o~ voltage nodes exist on the wires,illld they 

therefore had no reason to suspect an influence of the external 

circuit on the w~velength. certadnly they made no effort to 

investigate such an influence,nor do they stateJ.uthoritatively 

whether it might or might not exist 9 although they giye the 

impression that they do not believe it to exist and tha~ the 

wa.velength depends only on voltages and tube dimellsions. 

The work described i~~ediately above,on the other hand. 

indicates from clear experimental exidence that Gill ana. 

1!orrell found the wavelength to be in one sense controlled by 

the external circuit,although the order or the wavelength is 

determined by the other factors. 

These two results have given rise to the very definite 

distinotion between TfBarkhausen-Yurz oscillations!' and. 

'Gill-IJiorrell oscillations". the :rorrner independent of external 

oircuit,the latter oontrolled by it. The two terms occur a.gain 

and a.gain throughout the li terature. and the investigation or 

the determining oauses of each has been given ~ great deal of 

space. 1ft the experimental work the dei)ate on 

this matter will be summarized, and an a.ttempt will be made to 
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select 'the most satisfactory expla...'Ylation and the one most in 

keeping with experiment • 

.. lccording to the mathematic:J..l theory just deal't °r}i th, 

the possibility of osoillations occurring in :l. circuit such as 

t~at described depends only on the energy condit~ons maint~ining 

for the electrons returning rrom the plate to the grid,wla is 

no"t concerned r~'i th wha.t h3.1)penS in the journey :from the :rilament 

to the plate. It is therefore conceivable tha't the electrons 

returning ~rom the plate need not oe the sJ.ue ones that leave 

the filament. 

The phenomenon OI secpndary emission in a vacuum tube 

allows the experimental demonstr3tion ot the pos~ibility of 

generating oscillations under exactly this connition. 

A.W.Hull in :l paper published in the Proceedings of 

the I.~.E. ti ~or February 1918 gave the first detailed exposition 
.~ 

of 1Jrre phenomenon,and showed it to be -). state of unsta.ble 

equD.ibrium; and that a V9.cuum tube oscillating in this st9.te 
/ 

would necess~ily osaill~te at ~ ~~uency governed by the 

constants of a single resonant circuit in its plate lead. 

He did not attempt 3. theoretiac.l explan~ltion. 
10 

Horton and Davies .early in 192~,did further work on 

the subject and presented a fairly complete theory or the 

mechanism,but they left many experimental observations either 

poorly explained or entirely unaccounted for. 
11 

Later in 1923 E.W.B.Gill took up the subject and 

produced an extremely thorough experimental study of it,as well 

as an hypothesis of the internal fW1ctions which would 
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satisfactorily cover all his experimental results. 

The original curves of Hull are shown in Fig. 9. They are 

taken for an ordinary vacuum tube,with various fixed positive 

potentials applied to the grid and with the pl~te voltage varied 

~rom zero to the particular positive value required in each 

case to give the desired characteristic. It is evident that 

for any grid voltage over 200 volts,there is a wide range of 

positive plate voltage which causes a neg~tive plate current to 

flow. That is, electrons are leaving the plate; rurther,more 

electrons are leaving the p13te than are arriving there from the 

filament. The only possible fundament31 explan9.tion of suer.. a 

fact is that each i~inging electron ~rom the filament dislodges 

one or more electrons from the plate,these released electrons 

being then attracted to the more highly positive grid. For 

grid voltages below 200 volts,the same action is taking pla.ce, 

with the uifference that the number o~ secondary electrons 

released is not as great as the number o~ electrons arriving 

~rom the filament,hence the plate current does not oecome 

negatlveo 

We a.re not concerned here wl th a full theoretical discussicn 

of the question,but a few of Gill's results and uonclusions will 

be of interest in considering the produotion or eleotron 

oscillations by this action. 

The cirauit used by Gill is that of Fig. lO.employed a 

~~araoni J!1T5 valve which has been mentioned pre'viously. The :fixed 

positive grid volta.ge is applied as shown. Where '1. high plate 

voltage is to be reached the p11te vol~age is varied by aell to 

cell ohanges,but for very low voltages the variation 1s obtained 
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i th a JotentioIDater. The _ rin ipal our es he obt ain d ':;..re 

t Dse of igs. 11 and 12,those OI ig.12 bein_ simpl the det_i 
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:from the curves e the follow n~: 

(1 ) The question 's to whether all o:r the e e trons 

receding from the pI te ha e b en dislodged from th t elee ro 

or are merely the impingin electrons being reflect d.. i Q not 

import to It is obvious that in the extre e u se dislo ment 

must 1j ke pI c in orner th t the pI te eurren1j may bee lIe 

t 
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neg9.ti ve. 

(2) Some form of parasi~ic oscillation is very of tOOl 

present and may lead to erroneous results unless suppressed. 

(3) The variation of the actual values of plate voltage 

at the critical points of the curves ior d1rferent grid vol~~ges 

is due to the effect of the grid volta.ge on the traJectory of' 

the electron passing through the grid. ~.!here the grid is more 

highly positive,the electron will be deileoted a~ a greater 

angle on passing through the grid.and will trace a curve on 

returning to the grid Which vdll not approach the plate as 

closely as would De the case tor lower grid voltage. Thus a 

higher plate vol~age will De required to pull it in. This 

accounts for the varying position of the :rirst m,uimum paint 

12 on all the curves. J.J.Thomson has shown th3t the more 

ooliquely an electron strikes a suriace,the more secondary 

electrons will it release from that surfaoe. Conse-luently a 

higher grid voltage will allow gre:J.ter ID:J.Ximum secondary

emission~but a higher plate volt~e will be required to produce 

thiS. 

(4) ~~s the pl3.te voltage 3.pproaches the grid vol'tage, 

fewer or the secondary electrons are attracted to the grid, 

and the plate current eventually increases. This increase 

ocours very ra.pid.ly where the plate volt'1.2e is ,q,lmost equal to 

the grid voltage. 

The important applic&tion or this discussion to the subject 

or the thesis is iound under (2) above.whare mention is made 

of the detection of p3Xasitio oscillations which disturb the 

norm~l results of the experimento In much the same way that 
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Barkhausen a.nd Kurz were led to their di scovery t ''}ill and 

1{orrell se"t out 'to investigate these pg,risi tic oscilla.tions. 

and found them to be stable continuous high frequency osoillations 

of the same order of wavelength 90S those described in their 

paper of 1922. In fa.ct. they fauncl them to be electron osoillations 

in the true sense of the word.and a paper resul ted, ffShort 

Electric "wJaves Obtained by the Use of Secondary Emission. n 

The circuit which they chose to study the properties 

of these waves from is the exact duplicate of that used for 

their first experiments, with the exception of the positive 

potential a.pplied to the plq.te. Uo.velength is measured 

slightly differently, in that the critical resonant points of 

the coupled Lecher system used for this pu~ose are indicated 

by a galvanometer in the external system itself,r~ther than 

by the effect of the external system on the current in the 

primary circuit. The oscillator Lechers are a pair of 

telescope tubes. 

The only important axperiment~l observations are as 

follows: 

(1) Oscillations are produced only for grid and plate 

voltage relations corresponding to the portions of the curves 

of Fig. 11 which have a. negative slope. 

(2) Oscillations are produced where (1) is satisfied 9 

on1y for certain values of the primary Lecher circuit length. 

For fixed voltages oscillations are sustained over an appreci2ble 

band of wavelengths according to the length of this circuit. 

(3) Regardless o~ the actual values of plate and grid 
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voltage,as long as condi~ion (I) is satisi1ad9 the wavelength 

is dependent solely on the difference between these two 

voltages,according to the equation .A 2(Eg - Ep) = aonstll.llt, 

which is a logical modification of the Jarkhausen e~uation. 

This tends to confirm the or1gina.l suggestion tha.t only 

the electrons returning from the plate to the grid are responsible 

for the maintenance of the oscillations. 

Gill and I.1orrell then go on to develop a mathematical 

theory for these oscillations in many ways similar to their 

first theory,and in ~act e~ually applicable to the oscillations 

produced at zero plate voltage. probably by coincidence their 

equations very closely resemble those of Sahanek 13 which 

will be oonsidered in the next ch~ter,and which were publishad 

only a. few weeks IJ.ter. The numeric:ll agreement between the 

results of the two is exact. 

"It may be assumed that the alternating potenti.].l between 

the grid and plate is Vo sin pt,of perioaia time 2~/p. The 

filament is joined to potential nodes on the Lecher wire 

system,and,its potential being taken as zero, the total plate 

potential at time t is Vp + i Vc sin pt.and the total grid 

poten'tia:L is Vg - -~ Vo sin pt,where Vp and Vg are the fixed 

potentials. The following simplifying assump ti ons are nee essu .. ry: 

(a) Vo is so small compared with Vg and Vp that the time 

the electrons take to move between the electrodes is determined 

only by Vp and Vgtnot by VOw 

(b) The plate and grid will be regarded not as Qonaentric 

cylinders,but as parallel planes a distance d apart. 
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(a) The secondary electrons will be supposed to leave the 

plate with zero velocity and to move direct from the plate ~o 

the grid.and none to pass through the grid. 

Cd} The effect of the space charges will be neglected." 

The work done per second on the electrons going from the 

rila~ent to either the plate or the grid can oe shown to be 

exactly zero, and if' oscilla.tions are to be sustained. the cause 

must lie in the energy conditions governing only the electrons 

returning from the plate to the grid. 

From the formula ~or the velocity of the electrons the 

time T they take to pass from the plate to the grid, assumed 

~ ~m the same for all electrons,is given by d. e(Vg - VpJ 

It follows tha.t the velocity a.cquired in time t by an electron 

leaving the plate at time to is 

dx 
dt 

_9 Vg - Vp 
where ~ is the acceleration function t~he axis of m d 

X normal to the pl~teo 

"The work done by the alternating potential as the electron 

moves from the pla.te to the grid is 

- e Xo S~? pt dX f
to+ T 

to 

which on substitution for dx integr~tes to 

- ~ : Vo t sin p{;~+ T) - sin pto - T cos ~(tQ+ T)} ---- (2) 

If the electrons left the p1ate in a uniform stream,the average 

value of (17).to as the variable having values from 0 to 21'("/p, 

would be zero." 
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However,because of the alternating potential, the stream 

is not uniform. Since the nwnber of seconda.ry electrons emitted 

is approximately propor'tional to the potential through whic:h 

the incident electron has fallen,the number of secondaries 
.... 

given off between time to and to+dto is 

(Vp + ~ Vo sin pto) d~o -----------(~} 

"The work done per c~Cle by the alternating potential 

on the secondary electrons is therefore proportion~ to the 

integral between to • 0 and 'to Q ~ ~/p or the product of 

expressions (2) and (~). 

Omitting certain constants this is proportional to 

.1 (oos pT - pT sin pT - 1) 
:3 P 

or the work per second is proportional to 

1 
- -2 (aos pT + pT sin pT - 1) 

p 

Hence if To is the time of one oscillation,To 
the work is proportional to 

- To2 ( a 0 s 2 It' ~ + 2 It'!T sin 2 1r T - 1) 
~o 0 To 

and oscillations will be maintained if this expression is 

positive,and the allergy is eca.ual to that lost by radiation and 

res is tance • " 

.By keeping Vg and Vp aonstant,T is a. constant.and the 

values of To for which the above expression is positive C~ be 

worked out. The following table gives a few of the values 

worked out. 

The range for values of the ratio greater than 2.7 

includes operation of the tube a.s Cl llorm9.l dynatron osoillator 

and agrees wi th the experimenta.l fact that the energy of 
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oscillation for this type of oscillator increases considerably 

as the frequency is reduced. 
Va.lue 

TofT of 
:function 

to 2.7 
positive 
decreasing 

2.7 to 1.0 negative 

1.0 to 0 0 66 positive 

TO/T for 
maximum 
ene rgy 

• • • • • 

0.8 

and so on alternately positive and negative. 

energy 

0.66 

The figures obviously indiaate that several bands of 

wavelengths might be maintained by one set of voltage cpnuitions. 

but Gill and l.[orrell were unable to observe more than one 

range.and little if any work has been done with this circuit 

sinne their time. 



Chapter IV 

1. The experimental work of Scheibe. 

The fact that electron oscillations were discovered 

in Germany would reasonably lead to the idea that a 

considerable part of their development should take place 

there. Between the years 1924 and 1929 by far the greater 

part of all the available material originateQ in that country. 

Wi th one or two exceptions. however, the work done in Gerr~l::"""1Y 

has been purely experimental in n~turetand there have not 

been many attempts at involved theories. 

The paper of Adolf Scheibe l4,as the chronological head 

of this list is typioal o~ the usual approach. The only 

satisfactory method of considering it is to se~ forth the 

experimental procecure and to reproduce the characteristics 

determined. 

Throughout the thirty-five pages of Scheibe 1 s article 

he refers to only one other source of information concerning 

electron oscillations, the original 3-K paper. Evidently he 

carried out his experiments having only. such previous knowledge 

as this paper gave 8im. He used a. airo-ui't almost identic3.l 

with 'that used by Barkhausen and Kurz,but,and this is iuportant, 

ha arranged all the measuring instruments and ba.tteries a"t 

distances of from 1 to 1.5 meters away from the tube,oonnected 

by twisted leads to the tube terminais,and no mention is made 

or the use of radio-frequency chokes. If it should be desira.ble. 

therefore,we might assume these leads to :form an external 

circuit for the tube, which from the figure given xor the 

length might have 3. resonant. wavelength of the order of 2 meters 
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or somewhat mora. 

As i:r profiting :from the observations of Gill and. I.forrell, 

alt.hough this 'Worl{ is not mentioned 9 Scheibe used an inductively 

coupled Lecher system for all wavelength measurements. Coupling 

was accomplished by connecting short lengths of wire as 

antennae to the grid and plate terminals of the tube,and 

bringing the external Lecher system olose to these ~tennae. 

On mov.ing a bridge along the Leaherstindica~ions of 

oscillations were obtained only at scattered pOints,resulting 

in the curve of Fig. 13. This curve apparently indiaates three 

a 
o 

--- L 

modes of oscillation of the tube 9 although the tact that two of 

the sets o~ peaks are equally sp~ced can only mean that one 

is a reflection of the other. BUt there remains the tact o£ 

existence of two types of oscillation whose wavelengths are 

approximately but not exactly in the ratio of G:l. EVidently 

the external circuit, though only coupled,does have a de~inite 

effect on the operation of the oscillator, because the two 

types of oscillation could not exist at the same time unless one 

were exactly a harmonia of the other. 

Scheibe then goes on to derive the olassical rormula Xor 

the true wavelength of electron oscillations, taking into account 

the tact of cylindrical electrodes, and not assuming them plane as 

is usually done. 
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The important mathematical difference between this and the 

common wavelength formulae is that,since the potential in a 

aylindriaal spaoe is &1 inverse function of the distance from 

thecaenter.the over-all potential between two electrodes in a 

tube will be the integral o~ this inverse runation between the 

radii or the two eleotrodeS,which becomes the natural logarithm 

of the ratio of the two radii. 

The resulting expression is the same as th~lt :for plane 

electrodes ,multiplied by the sum of two f actors, one illvol ving 

the ratio of grid radius to filament radius,the other the r~tio 

of plate radius to grid radius,while the second also corrects 

for the ~act that the voltage in the grid-pl~te space is the 

difference of the applied grid and plate voltages. The 

formula is the :following: 

). .. of = 40.rl f ~(Jln rl) 

J2:Eg .108 \ ro 

r Eg - r2 } 
+g(YEg --Ea In rl) ems. 

where the functions ~ and g have the meaning 

-x
2IX 

u
2 

f(x) = x e e du 
o 

x 2JX _u2 
g(x) = x e e du 

o 

Scheibe gave a short table or the values of ~(x) and g(x), 

but calculations Cgrrnot oe made from them with aocuracy greater 

than 2 signifi~ant figureso 

Kapzov and Gwosdower in 1927 published 15 ta.bles o:f these 

functions calculated at much smaller intervals.and accurate to 

5 signlfiaant figureso 

The argument Ol: the :tu.nction f depends on the ratio of the 
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grid diameter to the filament diameter. The filament diameter 

is usually not maasurea:ble wi th any high degree of accuracy. 

but a tungsten fllament requiring one ampere for heating has 

a diameter at: the order of .005 aentimeters. Cons6C].uently the 

ratio may be taken generally as lying between 75 and 150. 

The natural logari thm of the ".'atio 1s between 4.0 and 4.8 

and the root of this lies between ~ and 2.~. The, flmction :f has 

a limiting valu6,with its argument infinitY,of .500. Unless 

very extraordinary tubes are used, the value of the function may 

be assumed without serious error to lie between .58 and 062. 

The argwnen-c of the J.:unation g is a much more exa.ctly 

known quantity,and full advantage of accura'te ta.bulations of 

its value oan be taken. Further,it is a runction whiuh increases 

ra.pidly and continuously,ann consequently we cannot asstune an 

average value :for it. It will be shown later tha.t theY,' is 

very sood evidence for believing that oscillations cannot occur 

if the ratio of plate diameter to grid dia.meter is lass tlLxn 

2.0 or greater than 5.0. ~1.t zero p'late volta.ge this gives the 

lowest possible value of the argument of g as a.8B,a.nd the 

highest vaJ.ue a.s 1.20. If osoillations could occur at appreciable 

positive plate voltages, the argwnent would be higher. 

The tables by Kapzov and Gwosdower ror these functions are 

given in 'the appendix. 

Scheibe devotes the remainder of his paper to de'..,-eloping 

experimentally all conceivable wavelength chara.cteristic.s,ann 

comparing them in every case wi th the, characteristic given by 
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his formula for the same con~itions. We need consider these 

only briefly. 

(I) The variation OT wavelength with filament current. 

The single curve given is that or Fig. 14. It viII be noticed 

~hat the mathematical ~ormnla xor the wavelength is not a fm1ction 

o:f the emission current.and c-onsequently this curve should 

theoretiaally be a straight line. The ract that it is not so 

indiaate~ t~at the mechanism o~ the oscillations is slightly 

modi:ried by the densi'ty o:t 'the electron streams in-the 1Iu.be,by 

any ef~ect the magnitude of the heating current m~y have on the 

initial velocity,and possibly by the magnetic field surrounding 

the filamen~. The various aspects of this problem Will 06 

discussed later. 

(2) The effect or grid and anode volt 9.ges on the waveJ. ength. 

In this respeot Scheibe has obtained results which have never 

been exactly duplicated. He has been able to ge~ continuous 

curves of decreasing wavelength for increasing nega~ive 8J1lode 

voltages up to sever9J. htUldrad volts. '. typioal curve Is that 

o~ Fig. 15,whioh shows the anode voltage oha.racteristios :for 

three different grid voltages,and also gives the oalculated 

characterist1as for the conditions existing. The charf~teristic 

given by the Barkhausen wavelangth ~ormula ~or the highest 

grid voltage Is shown. and shows up the superiori ty of the formula 

whia-h oonsiders the cylindrioal shaL.»6 of the electrodes. 

For zero anode voltage the Barkhausen formula india~tes 

wavelength to be dependent on only one dimensiol1. the pla.te dia.meter. 

The ratio of plate diameter to grid diametel~ is not involved.. 
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The Se:heibe formula gives decidedly different calculations 

for tubes o~ the same anode diameter but different grid 

diameters. The function f(x) is substantially aon.stant so 'that 

the wavelength varies as the root of the grid voltage,and 

as some power slightly lass than the first or the f~~ation g(x). 

On increasing the negative plate voltage the function g(x) 

and the wavelength both decrea.se. To obtain the shortest ·wa.ves,. 

therefore,the highest possible negative plate voltage should 

be used,in aonj1Ulation with the highest positive grid voltage. 

At the same time the grid Qiameter should be a minimum and 

the ratio of plate to grid diameter should be a minimum. 

Soheibe shows tha.t ha obtained oscillations Iv.l. th tubes 

whose ratio of plate to grid diameter varied from 5 0 81 to 

2.14. In referring at another point to the tube whose ratio 

is 5.81,however,he gives its p1ate diameter as 1.72 aentimeters 

and its grid cross-section as a square of- side 0.6 celltimeterso 

It would appear from this tha.t the rat-io should be about one

half the stated figure. 

Fig. 13 indicated that at anyone grid voltage two 

types o~ oscillation crould eXist,depending on the position of 

the bridge in 'the couple cirouit • .on experiment Scheibe found 

the ratio of the wavelengths for these two types to be very 

close to 2,exoept in ~he case of OBe tube whose electrodes 

were ecaentiraally placed. Byaurves suah as those of Fig. 16, 

where the variable d is the length in aentimeters of an 

external Lecher a.iroui t connected directly to the electrodes 

ot the: tube,he proves the existenc;Q of a defini te influence 

of the external. oircui t. on the wavelength for maximum intensi ty 
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o:t osaillation,a..Tld on the value of this maximum. 

Saheibe's important contribution is, without donbt.his 

wavelength ca.lc,ulation formula. ~\lmost the whole of the 

remainder of the paper ~onsists simply of an element?xy 

experimental d~onstration of the validity of the formula. 

Why he should have been able' to get oscillations continuously 

for such a wide range of anode voltage is a question which 

at present it is dif~icult to answer. Some feature of the 

construction of the tubes is proba.bly the expl m1:::.ti on. 

Scheibe himself' attempted no explanation of the a,onditions 

governing oscillation or non-oscillation for the oircuit. 

2. The theory of Jose! Sahan8k. 

lppearing within a few weeks of the time of the second 

paper of Gill and 1,forrell,and closely parallel to it in suuject, 

although differing in mathematioal approach,is the paper o~ 
. 16 

Sahanek which advgnces a theory of the oscillations 

produced through secondary emission.and takes into consideration 

the oylindrical shape of the eleotrodes. The oonclusions to 

be derived from the theory are supposed to be equally applicable 

to the generation of oscillations by any other "electron" 

method,where the. electronic motion is self-sustaining. 

Too' muoh space would be required to present the entire 

theory,and no particular object would be served. The general 

effect is as fo11ows: 

Expressions are derived for the ~arious anergy sources 

and losses throughout t·he system. 1 final expression is arrived 

at for the. energy transferred to the moving electrons, which 

is in the form of an infinite series,being the follOwing 

for time dt: 
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where ia is the anode current 

Eo is the energy supplied by the plate and grid batteries 

Vt is the filament potentia1 

P A. andpG are the anode and grid radii 

~ is the resonant period o~ the external circuit 

J is the period of the oscillations 

1( and 13 are constgnts formed from series 

Oscillations are possible if the integral of the above 

expression throughout a. aye-le is negative; i6e .. if 

1~ < 0 
0 

If the infinite series in the energy expression be represented 

by 6 9 the anergy reCluirement for oSQill~tion can be changed 

to the r9Cluiremant 

e <. --1 In ~ _ PGr 
e oan be calculated for various values of '" .and fA/PGo If then 

the corresponding values of t In fA/PG are known, the 

existenoe o~ oscillations for different conditions can be 

determined. Fig. 17 illustrates the complete results of the 

whole theory for particular ahosen values of the potentials, 

for values of the radius ratio from 1 to 5,and for values of 

the resonant period of the external ~ircuit up to 4 times 

the period of the oscillations. 

These curves a.ccount very exa.ctly for "the experimental 

observa.tion of Gill and Jilorrell. They show firstly that 

oscillations are possible only i~ the ratio of plate to grid 
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i etar lies some here b teen 2 . 0 and 5.0,both of th se 

figures be ing f~~rly exact 3.1 t .... Ollgh not · ute gr9.1. _ maxil 

osoi ..L.ation intensity is indicated -Per some )articruar 

perio of the external e1 cuit,and it is 1 0 clear th t 

if the resonant period be v ried too far on eith ride or 

this optimum value ~ osaillat~onQ il ce~se. 

'llien Q s known , an expres~ion for the ctu' oscil ~ ntion 

energy in the system can be Norked OU , v iah tak ~ in 0 

accoun~ every conceiv ble f to in ud n emission ~urrent 

a plied ~o enti l8~r ii r tios. ex ern~l c:rcvi perion. 

Th s expre~8ion is iven as 

1 n PA1Gr 
E- : (-' In ~ + et) 
Yt 4 p<=r 

If the grid iB eccentric on the no e,the de e~oJmen 

of the theory indica~es th~t oscil1 tions 11 on ... y oe 

possible up to cert in li, it. in-egr ion 0 ener o er 

e1emen al r dial strips from he cen er of the grid . 10 S 

this determination. 

~coent iCity 0 th fila ant h s no t eoretic 1 effect 

on the oper tion of the oscil1atin macho ism. 

e .1 

o 

- .1 

-.2. 

r-~~~ry?7T~~~-----------3 
- . 3 r------"o~':T7"r_r;~777'''''---r------------+ 
-4 r------::=----==-------~------- 5" 

Ei • 17 
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~. The multi- tu e c ~ cuit~ f rea ... owa. 

experir ant in n .... tur t ut ere i .. port....nt in th t they advanc 

for the first time the idea of usin tNO and mar tubas in 

circuit gen r ~ing electro osci l·tions . 

recha a. begins his orl~ i ng th circuit f i-~ 1 , 

ith t·o tu es 

.-------1-- - - - -

--------, -=-

~i g . 1 8 

circlElts of the tube d ther is thus 

of d ternin ng ~hich cf these circui s 

ap roxin, t ly 

· . 1 s ~ ... ~ • It ill 

be £een th 

t era· no 

dir et caupli 1 

between t 

rid and pI e 

i:able the ortu..Yl· t 

the gre test co t 01 

of the oscill ions . Grecho le found n~ di elv t a 
tI 

Ut e 

vo tage no des nd loops re n ch s ronger on the plate !ir " • 

"Grounding a. volto.ge loop on the grid. wi res reduced the 

osoi11 ").tion current only 25,; , while ground g volt'"'ge loo 

on the 1 te wires re ueed th 060il1 tion current "to zero. " 
oomparison f the reson ce curves for the e ~ ern lly 

couple Lecher system \i\'hen coupled to the grid or p t ir i 

o::r the oscillat r is given b'7 i • 19 . ... n conii - s this same 

bservation. Hes nance is mue sh rp r iVhen c u 1 1 g i9 i 

he 1 ~e circuit o 

In greement with the indications of t aoov v'o a:rl: c 1; 

~ s ~urth r f tUlQ that the wa 1 nguh is gov rn or 
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definitel by the i mensi ns 

0 h p ,e circuit h by 
z: PLA.T E: 0 
I-

c.ou PLI NC, 
hose of -'- . . . 

u v. gr ). ou~ • 
W 
..J 
t. 

he resul _ic _ 1 d to this uJ s 
Cl 

co __ clusiO "9 given t a) 1 rl -
iig. 19 

as fa 10 'ws : 

Ta. le I Table I 

= 0 E - 110 ,lij 0 E llO a g - a g 

G ve1e g h G ~J ve1eng h 

40 ems 21 Gms 72.0 cm 40 ms ~1 ms 7G l ems 
:05 Gl " 69.6 " D5 31 69. 
30 " 21 " 67o~ " 30 1f :01 7 2 n 

2 1 64.n 20 " 3 If " 
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1 n 21 0.0 " 
Table III able I~ 

- 0 N - 110 0 _10 .ua. - - a g 

vale ~ th 1 velen .... 
lJ 

60 ems 1 CJS 67 . ens 20 ms 10 am . 2.'/ ms 
30 5 If 7. ft 20 In " -t;.7 
30 " 20 " 1'7.~ n 20 " 2 62.7 
30 n 25 . n 67.2 " ,--0 b 
30 " 3 Tt 67 . 2 H 20 ~ " 
30 n 35 n 7 . 2 " 20 " 3 n .? 
30 40 " 67.};! " " 40 • '7 
00 " 45 " 6'1.t; 20 " 40 • t/ ff 

Tables I I1 i die te the very con .... iner b1 e i'ec t 

on the lavelength of thE dim.n i ns of th lode ciru • 't-
). , hile 

tables III and. IV she v that to e de re or a t i n b e 

1ith th# appar tus , t e velengt i in ne en -en OT t e le11 h 

I the grid c rcuit. It i found , lovever , th t throu h Uli 

ta. les I and II the int nsity o. oscillation s iven y t' e 

lat curren t i roximatel C 1St It, 'li e the lengt 1 of 

h r:d ircuit as a srled ef ect on t lS U lti • T er 
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is . 1 ach 0 se 1 op-+-i ID e1 t or: ~ri i r'1ui 1.i, ·'hl. _1 

oul 
,.I,; 

ear 0 b approxim ely e u 0 ..... e c it 

len t ~ or at le ,."t to d-r etl it t , 
ne, 1ih. .J.. 

r c 0 - so :t un th t 0 oil1 ti ns er not 

con inuous thro !1hout the afe g~id. olt a r -g , e 

c r as 0 the t .£.:6 of Ri GO t £) .4-.... .-1.1 ill trate th·s. 

ari tion to corre ond 'ith this is no gi en, U'.J i 

~oulet Qe le 

th i1l 10 s-

pon 0 th 

19. e d b ... ill 

G :ror Fi • on 

a G • 

11 aCOl p per 
50 100 150 

E~ eoh "a s i hes . ... 

ttention to t e circuit of i • Gl hich i , ctu 'ly he 

Till Iorrell i th eco d tube pI ce of 

on the eahers . le ur s of )l te ctrren to g i olt g 

he oot i 1 .. 

similar to ... i • of 

--I-- Gi , an 11 '"'-
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- ould. - oe e ee ,th - 21 --
- onl ~"r ri ti 11 '-'i 

ch 1ges in nu ber , 

posi tion ld magnitude of e El accor in to th le h of 

the circuit 1 2 . tiilI c net 1,1 rrall stated t e f11a el h a 

rem inin perfectly c nst t acro s one of the scil1 tiOl 
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number of tubes increases. 

Greahowa concludes with the following generalizations. 

most of which are rep4,.titions o:t Gill and lIorrell.and none of 

which 1s in the least controversial: 

(I) There is no limit to the increase in oscillation 

intensi~ on increasing the number of tubes used. 

(2) The maximum intensi ty of oscillation and the wavelength 

are determined .by the resonant ~requency and the harmonius ot 

the external \iircuit and the tube ca.pacity. 

(~) By varying the grid voltage,different harmonics in 

tha external system will be picked out and the maxima in 

the la -Eg curve will be determined. 

(4) At high grid voltages,oscillstions and plate current 

cease. This upper limit varies with dif:ferent tubes. 

(5) On varying the grid voltage, the wavelength at 

maximum osci.llation intensi ty does not xully ~gree with the 

formn1~ of Scheibe as ~plied to a single wave-band. But the 

agreement is apparent if the various harmonics are oonsidered 

in their relation to the ~undamental. Thus at low grid 

voltages,where only the ~damantal wave is generated, 

the resul~s agree with Scheibe. 



uha.p'ter V 

~~arimen~.rs in ~r~ce 

Durin the ye<"rs 192'1 and.. 1928, · nuneCliateJt :rOll a i ... 
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agreed to by la.ter experimenters. -These are: 

(1) Tubes of the same di~::lensions and make, used under 

identical- conditionS,do not oscillate with the same ease. 

(2) ;7i th two tubes in parallel, it is possible that one 

of them,more suited to the conditions,governs the oscillations. 

The other is controlled by Ioroed oscillations. Its Iilamen~ 

current may be reduced,or the tube may be removed entirely,or 

may be repla.ced by a small condenser, without the genera.ted 

wavelength varying appreciably. The power avail:1.ble wi th tV10 

twbes is,howevertmuch greater than that obtainable with one tube. 

(3) I~ two tubes are suoh that alone they give oscilla.ting 

currents of the same intensity but or slightly different 

~requenc1es under the same aonditions,when co~~led will 

osaill~te on a Irequenoy higher than either o~ their individual 

:rre~uencies. 

(4) With one of the tubes used,waves of 18 oen.t':meters 

in length were obta1ned,which did not oorre~ond to the harmonics 

ot- a I"undamental. On moving the plate circuit bridge_the 

presenc3 of oscillations at two wavelengths was observed. 

Consequently, according to the conditions imposed by the external 

ciraui~tone or the other of the tubes determines the frequency 

of osail1a.tion. 

(5) Some tubes did not 0 saill8,te until 3. certa.in filJ.nent 

tempera.ture was reached. Cooling aa.used the oscillations to 

disappear. This phenomenon Clan be explained by the influence of 

positive ions, showing traoes of gas liber.:-i.ted by the red-hot grid4 

In his second paper 20 Pierret introduces some entirely 

new and important results. Using a. two-tUbe oscillator 
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as before, but with the plates of the tubes COlTIlected directly 

instead of through a Lecher system, \~ji th 280 volts on the grid 

and the pla.te forty volts negative wi th resl.J6ct to the filament, 

strong st::-ble- oscillations were observed on a wavelength o:f 

14 aentimeters. The wa:velength appea.red independent of the 

Lecher length. The pla.te current is of course zero. 

The applioation of Scheibe IS wavelength formula indicates 

a theoretical value of ~8 centimeters in a case where the 

observed value is 16 centimetera. When the plate voltage is 

brought up to that of the filament,plate current :rlows again, 

and the normal oscillations are observed at 45 centimeters. 

It is found to be impossible to pass continuously :from the 

normal waves to the shorter waves on increase of' neg;'1tive pla.te 

voltage. Osoillations die out at a certain point before the 

shorter waves appear at -40 volts. 

Pierret pOints out that these shorter waves are probably 

of the same nature as some which Soheibe observed occasionally 

and unstably. He says: 

"This new system of oscillation seems to correspond to 

an electron oscillation of a muoh higher rrequenoy and of a 

small amplitude around the grid. The osaillations are maintained 

by the influenoe of the grid of one tube on the grid of the 

other, across the lead joining them. This lead should h~ve such 

a length that the differenoe of phase in the oscillations on 

the two grids is suoh as tends to prevent equilibrium from 

baing established. Periodio variations in the potential of the 

grid are thuS' produced. Hecause the path of the electrons is 

oonfined cloael~7 to the grid, the potential of the plate is not 
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af£ected. n 

Finally,it is found possible, when the oscillations are 

started, to disoomlect the plate from the bat-t.ery entirely. 

This would indioate that their potential of -40 volts is 

the potential they would take up in a state of equilibriui'11 as 

:tree el ectrodes. 

Pierret prefaces his third paper with the statement that 

the good operation of the two-tube oscillators he has been 

accustomed to use depends very critiaally on how olosely the 

tubes used sre matched,and sinoe it is difficult to get two 

tubes well matched,he has attempted to construc-t a single-tube 

oscillator that wil~ give the same wavelength oharacteristios. 

The oscillator consists solely of a copper rod cOIDlected 

to the grid of the tube. The outer end of the rod may be free, 

or may be welded to the canter of a copper disu whose diameter 

should be equal to the semi-wavelength of the osaillations 

to be obtained. In the first case, the grid voltage supply is 

to be connected at a point distant one quarter-wavelength Xrom 

the end of the rod. In the second it is aonnaated to the disc. 

The pla.te is connected diree,tly to a supply at 40 volts negative 

to the filamant.whi1e the grid is 8.t 300 volts positive. In 

thi s a iroui t the Tl1ifC tube gi vas osaillat1ons at 16.5 aantimeters 

al.ong the rod connected to the grid. 

He then develops a theory for the mechonism of the shorter 

waves as follows: 

At the canter of the spaoe between two wires of- the grid 

there is a point of zero force. Ix an electron is displaoed 

normally from the grid by So short length x from this point-,a 
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force of attraction rrom these two wires, Which is the larger 

part of the total attraction, tends to bring the electron back 

to the point of zero torce. If the grid wires are separ~ted 

by a distanoe 2a,the magnitude of this force is 4 qex 
a~ + x~ 

where q is the oharge per unit length of the grid wire,and e is 

the aharge on the electron. For high fre(lUencies x is very 

small compared to a, and the x 2 term may be neglected. Then this 

force gi ves to a :fre e ele ctron of charge e and maSS m an 

oscillating movement whose frequency is obtained from 

2 .Ie 
W = a ~qm 

These oscillations produce potentiil variations on the grid 

whose :rreCluency is double this, as in the case of 21 pendulu..rn under 

the action of ,J, periodic vertic3.l forceo In n. resonant rod 

connected to the grid, oscillations will then be set up of 

frequency w' 

The value of the charge,! per unit length of the grid for a 

tube h~ving cylindrical electrodes of radii Hf,RJ,Hp,anu at 

potentials 0, -VS' Vp is 

"In ca.lculating the value o:r l.,Of for the tubes we useu., 

we found the corresponding wavelength to be 1107 aentimeters. 

One can only expect to get the right order of magnitude, 

because only two o:f the grid wires are being considered. and 

these are assumed in a plane. The wavelength thus depends not 

only on the diLlensions and potentials of the electrodes, but 

also on the spacing of the grid wires,and the oSCillator gives 
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a ~requenQy double that of the electron osoillations,which 

account.s for the very short waves obtained o " 

In his fourth paper 22 ?ierret sets out to find Ulldar 

what sets of Clircui t aondi tions the norm~ll waves willue 

obtained,and whe.n the shorter waves willoe obtained. 

His oscillator is rather unique, and. so far as can be 

ascertained,has never been used by ffilY other experimenter 

before or since. It is to same extent a modiIication of the 

last ona described. 

A single T!,lU tube is used,wi th copper discs of sevar31 

centimatars di:"":1eter soldered to the ends of rods :;,t bo-ch 'the 

plate and grid termin~a. The rods run in opposi te directions 

and are not comparab~e to a Lecher system. The electrode 

potentials are applied at the ends of the rodso 

"For all the tubes tried, there exist two grid voltages 

Vo and VI which are critical. 1:Selow Vo only the Barkhausen 

oscillations oan be 00't a.ined. ~\bj)'Ve VI only the shorter waves 

can be obtained. Between these two either type is obt~.ined 

acoording to the plate volt age." 

With another larger type o~ ~lba,it was found possible 

to obtain either the normal waves or the shorter ones merely 

according to the ~ing ot the grid rod. ~here is ~~ abrupt 

change o~ frequenoy in passing from one stage of oscillation 

'to the other, and it is impossible 'to obtain the in-cermedia:te 

frequenaies. 

~or the normal waves.maximum intensity or· oscill~tion 

is obtained when both. plate and grid rods '").re tuned 0 OSCillations 

are ot approximately equal amplitude in the two rods. For the 
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short waves,on the (}ontrarY,mq,ximum intensity is ob~ained with 

the plate rod un~led~and oscillations n~re observed only on 

the grid rodo 

"These ~a.cts show th~1i :tor t-he very short i:Ja.ves only 

the tuning o:t \lhe grin. rod is necessary for the main'tenanae 

O~ the osail1ationstan~ if the pl~te rod is in resonance,it 

acts as a oouple.d airaui't borrov;iEg energy from 'the oscill a"t;or. 

The ~su1t.s are in agreemen't wi th the theory alreaci.y adv9.Ilce<1 

by us that; in .Barkhausen oscillstions "the elec'Crone oscill'"i"t;e 

oe~ween the grid and pl~te,whereqs the very short waves are 

generated by an oscillation of the electrons about ~he grid. 

In the rirst case the ~requency of the oscillations induced 

in the rod is the same ~s th~t of "the electron oscillationso 

In the second case it is double." 

The finc1l ps.;er in the s....eries by 

is one which studies the problerti :trom a u.iIferent poinli or 

view. The authors,Gutton and beauvais,comment on the Iac"t tiha.'t 

differenl; experimenters with electron oscillators h:::.ve obt').ined 

widely differen't results I and the-y suggest as one ~JOSS it,le C~.:llse 

the degree o~ evacu~tion of the tubes used in each osse. By 

construoting a 'tube contiI:u.:::.lly connected VIi th a vacuum pump, 

they '-!.ttempt to observe the vari'J.tion or oscilla"tion condi tions 

wi th g 9.S pres sure. 

With the particular tube they built, they were a~le to 

Obtain the same two r3nges of oscillation as observed oy 

Piarret, the normi!.. waves for pl~te volt ~ges :from a Iew '701';9 

positive to a iew volts negative.and the shorter waves :tor 
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pla.te voltages ot about 70 vcl ts negativeo 

,fil~r the nonnal waves nei1iher oscillation intensity nor 

wavelength varies appreci9.bly wi th pressure :tram a. iew 

hundred-thousandths of a millime~er u~ to eight one-thousandths 

of a. mil11me'tar. For the shorter waves the intellsi ty of' the 

oscillations is a maximum for a pressure OL ~he order of 

six one-thousandths of a. millimeter and gradu9.l1y diminishes for 

:pressures up to a tenth of a millimeter. 'rhe wavelength of 

27 ~6 oentimeters does not vaxy appreciably wi th either vari~"ltion 

of extern~ circuit dimensions or of pressure. 

"The first oscillating region corresponds to oscillating 

'frequancies dependen't on the resonant :rrequency at- the circuit. 

The second region gives a higher ~re~uenoy independent 

of this t one determined only by the di;JentJi ons and. poten 'ti us 

o~ the el ectrodes. 'fhese high :rrsCluency oscilla.tions seem 

to be capable- o:r- occurring inside the tUbe,even in the 

absence of' the external oscillating circui"ti. 'l!hey rerLlire 

the presence of residual. ga.s. 1f 



Chapter VI 

Further Work in Germany 

-·;Lll of the papers considered up to now have been 

deal t wi th indi 'qidually in f a.irly minut e detail, to show 

how the outstanding oharacteristias of electron oscillations 

were arrived at. From 1928 on, articles have arl;earad in rapid 

suaoession,and naturally a large number of them are repetitions 

of the earlier work that· has been discussed already. In the 

present ohapter and the following one. only a very few works 

will be oonsidered in any detail. The remainder will oe very 

briefly summarized. 

The years 1928 and 1929 saw the C1.iJpearance of a. very 

1arga amount of ~teria1 ~rom Germany,and practic3l1y none 

from other c01llltries. Hollmann and Kohl,particul~3.Tly,each 

brought out very complete summgries or a.ll the informJ.tion 

available on electron oscilla.tions up to that time, and each 

contributed new matter. 

We begin with the first "Theory of" the mot-ion of the 

electrons in tubes generating B-K waves" which considers 

the effect of the alternating potentials throughout. It is 

due to Kapzov 24 and is the fore-runner of the work of 

Potapenko. Potapenko's theory ~1d curves will be considered 

in detail in the following chapter. 

The general theory of Kapzov is that because or the 

alternating potentials on the grid and pl~:1te,electrons le::.ving 

the filament at certain parts or the cycle of the alternation 

will be affected by the remainder of the cycle in such a way 

as to cause them to reach the plate. ~lectrons leaving the 
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:fil2..1uent during other parts of the cyale will be influenced 

in such a way that they return to the grid. contribute an 

oscillating ripple o~ current to the grid current,and 

consequently allow the maintenance of' the alternating po'tential 

on the grid. Kapzov has worked out very accurately the 

trajectories of the eleotrons throughout the cyale,and has 

plotted these. The curve is very similar to that ox Fig~35 

due to Potapenko. 

The theory considers only the possibility of the 

maintan9l1ce of "norm9l." osaill'J,tions, i.e. those whose 1savelength 

is approximataly that given by Scheibe 's or Barkhausen's 

formula,and does not consider the inIluence o~ an external 

circuit. 
25 Shortly after this Sahanek produced another mathecatic3.1 

theory t considerably different :tram hi s :tirst. a.nd applying to 

the general production of all electron oscillations. It ,nIl 

be remembered that the theory of Gill and liorrell suggested 

(see page 41) the possibility of generating bands 0:1:' wavelengths. 

Gill and r.!orrell a.ssumed the losses in their oircuit were so 

high that they were unable to detect other than the normal 

waves. .11 though this second theory ot So.hanek 3.ppe 9.rs externally 

di:f:rerent from tha.t of Gill and 11orrell, it arri vas at exactly 

the same conclusion as to the bands of wavelengths,and the 

table of ratios of period of oscillation to period of external 

circuit has numerioal values identical with those or page 41. 

S~:m.ek includes a cert~in amount ot experimental work which 

indiaates these "regions" of oscill2.tion,and bear out his 

calculations. 
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26 
,~ J:1aper by Et. Tank ana. E.Schil tkn8cht which ha.s not 

been a.vaila.ble in 'the originaJ., gi ves a very good verba.l ex1)ression 

of the implications of a ~heory such as that OX Kapzov,as 

:rollows: "The oscillating phenomena depend on a con1irol efIect 

of the oscillating space-charges on the spa.ce-oharge densi ty 

of the emission Qurrent,which latter must there:rore have 

reached its saturation val.ue. 1f It is seen over and overaagain 

that curves o:f the type of Fig. 8,obta.ined by ~ti;J OI'lll 

experimenters,never indiaate oscillations until a Iairly 

high degree of saturation is a.ttained. The obvious explan3.tion 

as implied by the above expression is that the alternating 

potential on the grid. carmot exert an ill.lluence on the 8f9.ce-

charge '~luid' rrom the rilament unless that 'fluid' has the 

property or incompressibility; i.e.,unless saturation conditions 

exist/t 

The iirst large-scale attempt to swmnt~ize the history 
2'1 

o~ electron oscillations is a paper of K.Kohl ,which devotes 

62 pages to the question,and lists a bibliography o:t ti'± items. 

The important material which it incluues hs.s oean ue,·_;.l t wi th 

here,and it introduces no worth-while experimentsl results. 

A raw of the: papers it considers ha.ve no"t been aVailable here. 
28 

A seaond paper by Kohl sugges~s the following 

innovation "that the sfreet or increased grid potenti~l and 

emiSSion cnu:rent ana. decrea.sed anode volta.ge is to shorten 

the wavelength,oy increa.sing the electron densi'ty Ol: the 

dielectric in the grid-anode sp::lce and thus decreasing that 

capacity. tt 

~'~ very typic').l article ot this periOd is th3.t or Kalinin
t 
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7vhich gives a l'""r n !l mb . o:t curve 

i 1" str ting t e -'3ct- tI at o~ i:' '' atioTIc do no't OC .ur un'il 

-t ation curren1i ·~o J • J. _6 e?'i nt 1 ce 0 s tur<--tion iN er" 

cle 1. in icated ay the ecrease in the g i - n ., .... 
'.J • .L 

pl ate current fl .,... , .... . . ~y this houla 

, 

I I 

d 
be ex ected to oc ur . 

inin observe t he gen r ities tn t 

are on: obt ine or . he grin olt e t 0 tnr 

ircui s , i er emission curr n s . " ith th 1 ~e re - h .I-

the gri pr~ tic lly i1 g , Ct. e.l t f 20 m r 

an~ a grid volt~ge 0 alt of 8 , 1 aTIQ 16 ce .. .1timeter 

engt eTe J:nni t etected , 1d t 11ese are ob bly the 

, 

hortest ave ..... that have ver ee ... obser e . " 'trong 

14. · centi :1eters could be obt ined 1mder ~9.fe ~er til c- di iOll~. 

Kali:1in sugges.l..s the 0110 in r lation -imon the id 

alto ges for ill im oscillation i~ Ansity 11 ree COl1seo ~i 

regions of oscilla.tion : 

in + 1 = Vn 

n rn - 1 

T e re~ 9.tion i very ··ell co~!:ir:.ed y h':' r ruts 

If t e various re ions be ~onsi ered s _rmonics o~ 

the f ~ent 1 of the external circu the '''la 1 11 tl s 
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at maximum oscillation intensity be considered as ~greeing 

with the Barkhausen reI :;.tion, cs.lcu1ating the grid vol tages 

for the various regions suggests the :..:pplication of '.1 relation 

of this sort in general, where the righ~ h~nd side of the e~uation 

requires a oonstan1i multiplying factor of' about 0.8. 
30 

_.~ very general. pape.r by.~.J.O.strutt dea.ls ~-li th the 

use of the Phi1ips T.l 0810 tube for generating electron 

oscilla.tions. The curves obta.ined resemble very much those 

of Kalinin just mentioned. 

31 
The firs1i of the many papers by 1:.E.Hollmann is one 

which introduces several new reatures. Hollm~ used IOUX 

different oscillator [:rrangements. These va:ry according to 

the use of the Leaher system, and have the f our folIo ".1Vi.ng 

connec tions: 

Cl) Lechers connected to the grid and plate termin~s. 

(2) One rod to the plate terminal; the other,a hollow 

rOd,is connected to one side of the filament. The o"ther filament 

lead is carried inside the rod. 

(3) One rod to the grid terminal; the other as in (2). 

(4) ~ single rod with a large diso sliding along it, 

as used by i'ierret. 

In the first three cases a bridge slides alonR the 

Lechera.and distance of the bridge from ~he tube is the base 

of all the curves. The general nature of these curves is 

that of Figo 2'1. \li th the arrangement (4) only the very 

Shortfwavelength of 16 centime,tars is obtained,for any 

position of the disa. 
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The resul ts of Gill and tIorrell and. of Fig. 52 a.re diametrically 

opposite. It is probable that the curves of Hollmann represent 

some condition in between the two. ~he in~luenae of the bridge 

is felt slightly, but the external circuit beyond the bridge 

also has so~e measure of -effect. 

Fig. 27 indioJ.tes for the very short W9.ves 3.t high 

voltages very mu~h the s~~e char~cteristics as ~ig.S2 • 

For certa.in positions of the brdige the wavelength chs.nges 

di~ continuously to a value hi gher thart the 9. verage. Further 

movement of the bridge brings the wavelength discontinuously 

back to its previous v~lue. 

This question is enlJrged on in considerinfi the eXljeriments.l 

work 13.t er. 

The seoond paper of lIollmann 32 is the only one of his 

available in English. His principal effort in it is to 

d- t · h t d it· i h h t n"'~ d ("' ,. 1" ill t· a erm1ne VJ a s ~ngu s es -e wean ~J-.L~ an J-.l..~ osc a lons 

in ~ circuit. Using an arrangement from which curves such 

as that of Fig. 27 can be obtained,he takes curves of 

osoillation peaks along an externally coupled·Lecher system 

for various positions of the bridge on the primary wires. 

He discovers the rather surprising fact tha~ both 

B-K and. G-1·~ osaillo.tions can be generJ.ted by the same uircuit. 

or~t least such is the inference he malces fror.1 his results. 

Fig. 28 is a typioal series of curves from which he draws 

this conclusion. For the bridge at position 54 oentimeters, 

one sat of peaks of wavelength 138 centimeters exists.\t 55 

centlmeters, the wavelength of the first set of peFiks has 
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which takes into consider2.tion the ,:::.lternating potenti:~::;'.s on 

the electrodes, and is the o:J.sis CT the ex::::l:Q.1e.tion of t::.e 

wavelength change of the TTB_K" oscillations discussed a'bove. 

"Barkhausen 9n.U Kurz gave a ,\v9.vel ength forT.~ula whic:l 

applied only under the simplifying oondi t iO~1S 0 f oonst e..:nt 

poten:ti .::Us on the elea trodes. I:f we consider an '11 ternat ing f'ield 

we may expect ~ change in the Eotion of the electrons.and 

a possible change in the freluenay. :rhe follov:iEg ~s Sllnc: tions 
~ .L 

are nee es s ary: 

(1 }~node 'Jno_ cathode potenti '~,ls '?re zero. 

(2) The grid is located midway between the cathode and an 

anode. 
(3) The electrodes are pl~~e. 

(4) Space charges are disregarded. 

(5) The oscillations produce ~)l1 :'l.lterngting po-cen"ti"~l 

only on the grid. 

Than the eleotric :roree in the inter-electrode SpD.CB is 

= Sg + ~o sin (fJI t + @) 
d 

and the equation i:or the motion of an electron is 

- a • ~g +-Eo sin ( b7t +-~) a = 

Then if t.he electron enters the inter-electrons s) . .:.ce qt 

time t = 0 with velocity vo.and x = 0 a.t the S8..lJ1e time,'thitJ 

expression can be integr~ted twice for x. To solve the resulting 

expression for t,tWQ more assumptions are necessary: 

(a) The :frey' uancy of the alternating field is de'termined 

by the electron :rraqueney. Substi tuting t :;. 0 will give the 

time t ra'luired for the electrons to get back to the filament, 
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which is haLt the period of the alternationgso that 

(b) l..t time t = O,at the. instant of. pasea.ge of the 

electron through the grid mesh, the grid receives a ne?..1tive. 

ah3.rge. At this instant therefore,E 11'-::-8 its m.JXimurn :leg·~~tive o 

v~ue,so that ~ must have the. v:.uue - -,r/~. 

Then the dur3.tion of a se:'li-period is, on sol"7i'~-'g :Lor t: 

in which 

substituting 'for Vo and brillgir~e in sui t'J.ble constants to 

a.llow expression of potellti3.ls in volts, t~le \"Javelength is 

~ = c. G • "0 

= 
"7.;1 d 

- -:..!o 
.,.., 'lE 0 
~g -

-yfl. 

If Eo = 0, this becomes the =;-1: e'!uo.tion. 

The effect 01: alternating ;otential is ':luite considerable 

when this formula. is used, but to account for the decrease in 

wavelength of the first set of peaks of Fig. 28 by this 

method would rey'uire an a1 tern 9.ting potent ial 0:1: betweel: 200 

and ~OO volts. 

Hollmann attempts an explanation o~ the "shorter" wd 

"longer" waves on a mechanism of osaillation in the grid-plq,te 

space. _ID electron oscillating back-and-forth between the grid 

and plate obviously has an oscill,~~.tion fre~uency about one-h,~_;lI 

o~ th~t for the norm~l plate-c~thode oscillation. The lU1derlying 

principle of a.n electron being re:pelled from the posi ti ve f?rid 
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during the negative half o:E the 'llterna:t;ing :potential cycle 

re;uires.however,necessi t._?.tes the existence of a. tremendcrl:.sly 

great alternating potential allQ the idea is no~ s~tisI~ctory. 

A f~l.irly good explanJ.tion of the effect of t1"'.e extern8.l 

circuit on ·tl:e oscilla:tions and the \"13.:' in \\hic 1- G-ll oscillations 

are produced is developed with ref·eranca to the wavelengt~: 

formula. 

Suppose a circuit whioh is prJc-ucing B-l{ oscilla1.iioJls~ 

"ilssume the externaJ.. circui't tuning is chm1ged from shor'ter 

to longer waves. At first its natural waveleng~h is below 

the excitation :freCluency of the B-K oscill3.tions;henoe the 

alternating potential between the electrodes is very sm['_ll, 

and we have pure B-K oscillations.~s the oscillation circuit 

is "tUned to the exei ting wa.ve, the a1 tern 1ting :pote::~tial Dot 

the electrodes risas,correspondin~ to the reSOYl'i.l1ce curves, 

until a. certain potenti.'Jl is rea.ched. 

ITow the 9l. terna.ting field superposed on the s't-:).tion2..xy 

retarding ~ields causes a shortening of the exciting wave so 

tha.t the attainment; of resonance is accelerated and so on, "thD-t 

is,s building up process takes place which rapidly affects both 

"the alternating potential :3.Ild the frecluenoy. The f'ill-=~l s1j~!_ole 

state is reaohed when the frequency of the electron vibr~:..tions 

aoincides with the proper frs·luency of the oscillating system. 

l11'rom this it is evident that the l'rtJ'lUency of ~-1! oscillations 

is determined only by the na.tural. wavel ength of the tuning 

system. " 

By using specislly constructed tubes, Hollm3.l1!l demonstrated 
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wavelength of the Shorter waves on the pitoh of the grid 

winding has no IOIDldatipn.although the shorter waves axe more 

easily ob't~ined :lor sDlal1.er v:JJ.ues of tl:i s quantity. 

Following this last are "C.hree pa~")ers or Ho11mann whioh 

atta~ the problem from widely different aspects. The first33 

repeats the vlork and. conclusions of the :J.bove ~lith re~~xd to 

Pierrat's theory of oscillations about the grid. but instead 

of explaining the TTshort" waves by the grid-anode oscillations 

roontioned 3bove,it is found th~t they are due,in one case a~ 

least to a resonant circui t made up of the grid spir"~l and 

its support. 

The second paper describes the effect o:f magnetio fields 

on electron oscillators. The net ef~eot,as would De expected 

from the action of a magnetron tube,is th9.t a m::~gnetic :field 

decreases the wavelength. The Loot that this decrease also 

takes place for G-I.! oscillations laJ-ds to the statement th~lt 

the whole G-1.I region of oscilla.tion is displaced to a lovier 

wavelength by the. x-ield. Very strong fields produce high 

rre~uency oscillations which can only be ascribed to the 

magnatron effeot. 

It is an obvious feature of Hollmann's work that his 

opinions ahange rapiCLly and radically. In a third paper. 

he attempts to explain all electron oscillations on a b:1sis 
~5 ~6 

OI nagat1 ve resist once • Another p apar deals \':i th 

oscillations in grid-diodes, and illdic.J.tes that an anode is no t 

necessary for the i)roduction O:L electron oscilla.tions. 
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6'1 ~8 39 
Three more papers by HollmD .. nn ' , take the form 

of a review of a number of other articles,and include ~s well 

most of his material used in this ch3.pter. They introduce 

no new experimental or theoretic.s.l worl.:. 

Two papers by H.G.1.Iol1er are concern~d with the fact 

that the fundamental idea of'" an electron oscillating aro1ll1d the 

grid cannot in general explain the mechanism o:f an oscillator 

where there is a continuous stream of elaetrons issuing from 

the :rilament. For an alternati:Clg current to be pro(1uced. in 

a Lecher system under these aonditions 9 it is necessarythrtt 

tha entire sJ.)a.ce charge in the tube osaillate _iround the grid. 

The resul tant explmJ..ti on re: sembles very much th:-:l. t of I:;3.lJZ OV' S 

curve of energy in"tegr'.ltion, in that oscillc::t.tion is e.cco1lllted 

:for by a trsorting-out" or electrons ·~t the anode. This 
40 

conclusion is reJ.ched in the Iirst pa.p er. The second 
41 . 

paper suggests that the above eXI~l an.9.tion doe S not ::tl~ply 

"v'IJhere the anode is sm:ficiantly neg::J.tive to prevent electrons 

trom reaching it. In this case a theory or Hphase-sorting" 

is proposed. The first electrons leaving the fil?J"flent return 

after a certain time and produce a negati ve space ah-..<rge whi ch 

reduoes the emission for a short period. This rarefaction ox 

the sp ace-charge. travels the: usu.'_;.l path and returns to the fil

ament,where it creates a oompression in the space ch:1rge. The 

oscillations orul therefore maintain themselves. 

This explanation o:f the mechanism for high nes ,:ti ve illata 

voltages seems as reasonable as a:p.y th'lt h!J.s been of"fered. 



Cha.pter VIr 

Recent Developments 

In very recent years much more attention ha.s oeel~ given 

to the construction 01: tubes and circuits tl:o.t will supply 

~efu1 _power a't tha high frequencies generated by electron 

oscillators than has been devoted to experiL1er.t~l i-=J:nd theoretical 

s~udies of the oscillations. .'rhere are a large :.lumber o:f 

papers listed in the bibliography at the end o:f the ~hesis th~t 

do not merit any discussion tor present purposes. The opinions 

o:r the authors would appe3.r to be that the subject is gr,s'du.::.;.lly 

lJassing out OI the stage or experimental physics, and is (}~~l.~~ble 

of being 3.ppliad to pra.ctical communioa.tion fl"oblems. ~here 

s.re only four e~periment,·Q ana. the:oretical tJ.'pproaches th-_~t 

need be oonsidered in this chapter. 

1. The most recer~1i work of Gill. 

Almost ten yS'lrs after his origin,'3.l r.'crk on the subject, 

suggested a. new theory of electron oscill.;,tiJllS. 

Eor any region of oscill;.tion,reg . .:..rdless of the variu.ble 

pcroducing it, or of its limi ts, there must natu..rp...lly be a 

wa.velength ~1 t v:hich the oso1110. tion intensi ty i~ a .'.1:J.xirn.llJI1. 

This optirnwn wavelength is the wavelength at which the electron 

oscillator per se tends to oscillate,ruld should therefore be 

the va.lue given by wavelength Jalculations,and fJ.:vored. by energy 

considerations. 

The B-K wavelength formula gives the period of the 

n3.tural frequency of the oscilla.tions 9.6 twice the time ra,-L uired 
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:eor the electrons to trs.vel from the filt::.ment to the I:late 

under the ~ction or the grid voltage. The relation of the 

aotual period of the favored oscillation to this time ot 

travel is a. meaaure of the influa:n .. ce exerted on the 'tr~3-vel b:j 

any internal Olt extarnal agents.such as spa.ce ch.?Tges or 

alternating potenti~s. The fin:;]. results of m::::.th81~·~~~ticc;..l 

theories are very often expressed by this ratio. ~he ~igure 

gi van on page 41 :Ear the Gill-!.Iorrell theory applied to 

secondary emission oscillations is 0.8. 

Gill deals with his previous VJork ver~T briefly. In it 

Uthe wa.velengths were found to depend on the na'tural periods 

of the external aircui ts. but the fact that the osoillcJ.tions 

rarely ocourred on the fundamental w avel engths of these circ!ui ts, 

but on one. of the other l:;ossible modes o:f osaillation,indic:~ted 

that the regenera.tive action of the valve was most effective 

for certain wavelengths. The action of the v.91 ve r;hen connec,ted 

in this way is not the same as when connected in more ordin3ry 

circuits where the fundamentd.l oscillation is pra.ctically 

always mainta.ined by the regenarati ve action of the VJ.l vs J.J:ld 

the valve is equally efficient over 8. large r3.11ge of wave

lengths. l.Iorrall and the author came to the conclusion that 

if V is the potan~ial maintained between the grid and the other 

electrodes,oscillations would be stronges't if the ex~ernal 

circui t was tuned to :J. wavelength s:uah that the product of the 

square of the vlavelength and the voltage V was equal to a constant 

depending only on the dimensions o:f the tube. The experiments 

to be described show that this result is only p.j.rtially true; 

the dimensions of the valve then used were unsuitable 
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for showing what happens in the nlost genar~:~ case." 

~he apparatus is inentiaal with th~t or Fig. 7, 

the Leaher wires in this case being 616 centimeters in length. 

"The oscillatory circlli t cOlDlJrised t,he grid-,t:;late e ~1}?~~C i ty t 

the inductance and c a.LJaoi ty of the Lechers:-~1d the inductnnce 

and c~paaity of the l~ads inside the valve. 

The wa.velength of the fundament:..l 080111 J.tion c:f thi s 

circui t VJas of the order of ~ meters, 9.Ild DJIlong other modes 

were the values of 576 centimeters,400 centimeters,~04 

centi:neters,and 304 centimeters •••• The study of the conditions 

necessary to produce oscilla.tions of the above four wavelengths 

waS sufficient to esta.blish certain l:J.ws,and the experiments 

were ma.de on these w!3.velengths only. n 

Two sets of experiments were Dade. ~he ~irs~ gives a series 

of curves of oscillation current and wavelength to grid 

voltage for various filamen~ currants. It is ~ound th~t the 

575 aentimeter waves a.ppear at the lov.'est filament current, 

and have a maximum intensity at 24 volts. The 400 centimeter 

waves occur at a higher filament current, and are maximized 

at 50 volts. The 304 centimeter wave is strongest at 91 volts, 

and the 248 centimeter wave at 157 volts. 

Then it VJas f ound that even a. t a gri d v 01 t .J.ge o:f 24 vel ts , 

all four oscilla.tion regions could be detected by increasing 

the filament current sufficiently. Two tables of figures result; 

~s shown on the following page. i in each case is the srid 

current in milliamperes giving maximum oscill3.tion intensi ty, 

the figures of ta.ble I having been t:1ken v/ith this .'ldjustment. 
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Table I 

V A i A2y 7 '},J,./i 

24 5.76 0.66 799 178 
bO 4.00 2.11 800 167 
91 3.04 5.04 841 170 

157 2.48 12.5 965 154 

Ta.ble I1 

V - 24 volts -
. A >1 l. 

0.66 5.76 21.8 
1.~O 4.00 20.8 

2.06 3.04 19.2 

V = 50 volts 

2.25 4.00 35.0 
4.0 ~.04 ~7.2 
6.4 2.48 :08.6 

Table I indicates that ~2v is approximately constan~, 

and th3t i almost obeys the three-hal ves power lallV. ~he 

poor agreement for the high 'Volt~e vJ.lue is attributed to 

the poor vacua~ of the ~~be. 

"It appears therefore that wi th the tube use(~- a grid 

voltage V is cat-able of maintaining oa.oilla.~ions over a range 

of wavelengths and. not,as wa.s supposed,on one \OT:J.velength only. 

The wavelength most strongly ra~intained depends on both V 

and the grid aurrent,but the possible wavelengths :iTe confined 

to a band. The long wave ends of' the b and obey the l'?-'W .A 2v 

is a constant» and the :3:'ppropri a.te values of i for these 'l,re 

proportionaJ. to V?Jh-. In addition,for 311 waves in the b~J.l-:d.. 

given by ~ definite value of V,the relation ~2i is constant 

is obeyed. 

In general therefore,for any values of i and V we [lust 
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A2
i ha.ve ~ is constant,y{:hich is more general th~:l1 the old 

B-K relation whi c hJ.i.j J.:,li0 S 0:11:, to the long wave limit." 

Gill says that the usual eXl)lanation of electron 

oscillations being maintained by 'compressions' and 'r~j:ref.~ctions' 

in the electron stre am from the fil::w~e:lt to the grlu do· ~'t,~lC1S 

that this sps.ce be saturated,whereas the figures of ta.hle II 

·t~ken at 24 volts on the grid prove that oscill~ tions': .. re 

occurring before sd.tux9.tion has set in. The re:.!::ir.der of the 

paper is devoted to the present3.tion or :1 theory \j~~ich re~luires 

that the space between the grid and anode be c Sl.Tr~riE;~ s,J.turation 

current,not the grid-cathode space • 
• 

The method used 9lld the assumptions of theory:.re not 

sufficiently importan"t to make necess,~y its :full development 

here. The :final result is expressed by t:le relation 

;j ~ 2I:l 
T ~ '2 d &V 

whereT is the time of p~ss:.lge of the electrons through the 

saturated re~ion from the grid to the plqte. If the grid 

is cantered between the fila.ment ~nd the plate, the l:eriodic 

time of resonant oscillations will oe four times this. 

Expressed as mentioned on page 78, the r<'~tio of the wavelength 

o:t maximum oscillation to the simple oalcula.ted pass~,ge time 

:for the electron :from filament to plate is 1 0 3;). 

In a very oomplete mathen:~tical survey of "The Internal 

lctions of Thermion1a Systems at High Frequencies", ~.7. L~ .1"enh9l1l 

touahes on electron oscillations in an incidental W'Ely and worl.::s 

out the r'2tio ment,ioned in the last paragraph for the case 

where the full effeot of space charge is t:]ken into consider.:ition 
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as 0 cs 82. He s:t J.'t es the rati 0 gi van b~T BL;rkhausen 8u.1'J.d ~=urz ':lS 

2. but it seems obvious from the defini tion of the ratio th.s,t 

this figure should be 1. Siuilarly he gives the figure YJhich 

results from Ss.ha...Tlek' s work as 1 ootl t where i t:~.r,:,:F)Xel1tl:l should 

be 0.83. In addition ha says the following, which is very 

painted: "In previous treatl11ents of ul tr~.-sr-.:.ort wave oEcills.tiol1s 

there appears an increa.sing tendency to t:llk about s;;:,ee-ch ::;rge, 

osoillating space-charge and so forthtaoCOLl=i~.rlied b~T a co~r!.ple'te 

omission or sp~.~ce-charge 'from the m:<)..thematias. Th~t v'riou.s 

workers have obtained results from thej,r theories which are 

confirmed by experiment only ShOVlS hOVJ nuc 1:.. m.~~.'" :fre',luer::tly 

be expla.ined by theories vlhich by comrnon consen't omi t to take 

in some complic J.ting :feature. :.not her e:c::r:ple 0:1: 0Lis is 

the omission or the initial velocity distribution. 

The fwt tha.t emerges when sj!ace-ch .:\rge is t?J.:en iYJ.to 

account is th~t whenever there is ~ ~r~~s1t Ol elec~rons 

between a sp ace-charge li~i ted c'J.thode and an g,node, ~~era is 

a ne g~tive resistance within the system Lor some value of pT. 

The negJ..tive resistance property m~y be reg'.::rded 9,S inherej.-~t in 

the space-charge itself. The hypotheSiS th~t electrons actu.::.lly 

osaill9.te about the grin is not essential. to the exp13na:tion 

of the oscillations,and should be disregarded unless it can be 

proved th~t such oscilla.tions actually do occur. The ma'thematic3.l 

theory of Kapzov,which is based on re'.lsonable ass~.~.nTiJttons,1s 

very significant in this connection. n 

Benham therefore suggests' th9.t the term 'electron 

oscillations' has become a misleading one. and tha.t one sl~!.oulo. 
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refer to the electron's orbi t rather than its oscillation. 

The 'term 'valve oscillations' should be t~-1ki.~n as indicating 

the e,xterna.11y de tected o~ aill. a.ti ons , and i t should be made 

clear, g,coording to his ~:oint of' view, thJ.t there is no essentiil. 

relation between the electron oscillations 8....11d the v:~.lve 

osaillations. Prom a purist 1 s st~nd-1)oint, tl:ere is- a gre:.~ ueal 

of logic in this st~tement. 

The only wor~ re~~::~~iLiI~.g to be consi dared now is that 

of G. Potapenko,which is certainly the most extensive that 

ha.s yet been published. _is 1:s.r D3.ck as 1929,he .uroduced 

his first paper on the subject, exPressing a belief" in the 

fundamantg,l truth o:f the mat~lemJ.tics of K~l.eZOV, and. showin.g 

how these aoula. be extended to -J-llow the existence o:f o:.na.s 
45 

of oscill~!.tion. 

di . .1gr3J11s and three-di!~lension·.ll models for the. illustr ·~tion 

of oacillation chari-~ctarietias of circui ts. All the import ~illt 

work of tha.t PaJ? er h..;.s been repeated i:1 his series of' :rour 

pa.pers in the ihysiaaJ. Review,3.nd we need only consider these. 
46 

In the first of these four , L·ot;:;.penko expl.1ins the ini ti -'1 

purpose of the experimenting. "Experimenting all seems to 

indicate that shorter waves are obt_j.inable only by 1ncre~;l.sing 

the grid potentia.l and reducing the tu.be dimensions. ~:"lsot 

increasing 'the grid voltage requires gre~ter eraission to 

produce osailld.tions. j,s this cannot go on inde:tinltely, the 

wavelength is limited. 

Scheibe and ?ierret,howevar.were able to obt~in shorter 
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(~~lere only 3.. cJ.}?~ci ty l)c,lc:.J.:ce is des ired, i't is 

circuit disaonnected. I -1-". n '. ~-~ lQ _ ......... w ~ - . c e . t . C' .,.,., . - 0 -r t .-:\ 'Yl t ..t... l. - t '-.I..;.. 0.,; 1. 1... ~ ~~l! _ ':':"':'1.': -'- J. ~..i. 

care be taken tha.t the sockets are of e~nil c.!y~cities. 

The second fai?eT of the iotD.lJe~:.ko series 47 describes 

all of the experi::18nt:J.l work l:.t::0n ':'1:ieL the series is based.. 

,tJage 83 mention is made of the used of sl~;.::..ce 

diagrams and models for presel~.ting results •.• ?otJ..l?e:l ... :.c ;"-~8 

used this method C.lL1JSt exclusively. 

"There are two schemes for the gr";;'.iJb.ic-..i..l repre3e~~ts.tion 

of the work o~ vacuum tubes generating ultra-short waves 

by the B-K method. Both schemes C~l be used re3n"(11;:;~s of 

what oscill~ting circui't the tube is C omlected wi tl:.. or Dr 

what generator it makes a part. The first method is to 

represent the wor~ of a tube or gener3.tor by mea.ns of cu.rves 

showing the relation eetween the er:.ergy of oscillations, or 

the pl~te current and the grid potential. Such ~re the Ia--Eg 

characteristics of the generator. The di:~~Jl1sions o't tl-13 

oscillating circuits conneoted with the tube. their nat·G..r~l 

periods,and the he~ting current are kept constant. 

The second scheme consists in representing the energy OI 

osci11ations or the plate current as a function of t}le 

dimensions o:f the external cirouit. Grid voltage 31lcl heating 

current are kept constant. Such curves are the la - L 

Qharacteristicstwhere L denotes the dimensions or the 

natural period of the. oscilla.ting oiraui t." 

"Aa a matter of fact the energy depends on both "the 

na.tural period and the potenti~~Qs of the electrodes. Thus 
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wavelength ill that re6ion. It is found in general that the 

J-l= wavelength reI.::. tion is obe~y'ed it.1 th ~ f :.~ir degree of 

preci sion where the w 3~,Y e::'en S ths of rJJ::i:~lur~l os tJ ill::;.t ion 

intensi ty for the various regions are CO::1Eidered, ti though 

the constant of the e~.i.ua.tion· is different for different 

groups of regions. Fig. D2 is the simplified diagram. 

Eotapenl~o he.re nCA.k·]s t~e d is tine ti on betvJeen 'norn.~11 r 

and 'dwarf r waves that applies throughout his wor2.=. :TorT:1'31 

waves are those whose wa.velength is gi ven 3.P1Jroxi::~1:1.t el~T by 

the B-K eq,uation9where the v:.:t.lue of the constant is obt· ____ ined 

from the dimensions as on P:~S3 19. Dwarf r.'~;:.ves are t}~~ose 

whose wavelengths 9.re inte r1rZ1l ettb-::-:ul tiJ:'les of the norma.l 

waves. The fitst order dwarf ~ave at ~ ~iven ~rid vJ1~~ge 

has a. w3.velength one-hclf that of the nor:~}:::l waV8 a.t the 

same grid voltage 0 The second order dV/Borf has a wavelength 

one-third that of the normal, ~d so on. !Tothing hiBher than 

~ourth order d\1Jarfs have so far been de t·~ cted. 

',forking diagrams of the type of ':'ig. ~O :::lv!ays show 

a number of oscillation regions of low intensi t~7 J VJhich !:-j. sl"'t 

very easily be overlooked in an :.r~dividual ch).r: . .<~terietic 

curve 0 rotapenko finds that these low-energy regions are 

caused by the dwarf waves. He is thus able to rea:i~e hiE 

original desire of obta.ining very short waves \'Ji thout 

the appliaation of dangerous potenti ::lIs t or the use of high 

emission ourrents. 

But why a.re there so :few dwarf wave regions? "If we 

take the line of m~immn intensity of the dwarf waves and 

draw lines horiz ontall:! to die tances of one-h9.1f wavelength 
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to either side of a point in the d;Narf 

we get into a region of normal :-.~~ves. 

if it were possible to inhihi t tLe gsr:erat-iol1 of t~:e nor~-·-~3rl 

waves at these po1n'ts we shoul d get the d.wa.rof <riav~~ s. n Ann 

there is a very sirn}le meJ.l~S of dOi1l2 13x--.c:tly this. 

"This ma.y be dor..e b~T kesi.·i!l2 the anoel.::; Lecher at some 

constant length,and varying only the 19I:gth 01: t}-:J3 pla.te 

Lecher. Vie can thus sel:ar~te any des:!.rdd vJ'ava where sa'ver.11 

are generated at the same lJoint. Tf 

l!easurements of v!:.velengths 8.11 over a ,""'rt"i n~,l ,.,'" ;.,._ -'" J _ v,. __ -w_ 

VJorking diJ.~ram rev8':ued t:"le lJresence of oscillations of 

fi ve different wavelengths, in defini te h:::..rLloni c reI r-~~:i c~!., 

at 72,36.24,18, and 12 cent t:'")eters length. ~h-3 ver:' short 

wa.ves are never f01ll1d ill :1. region by the~:"~el ves, but are 

found on the boundaries of regions of otLer oroars. 

Thus: "~':.. vacumn tube c 3.n ~ener:.:.te oscillst:i_ons r,·l,-c'ee 

fre'luency exceeds many ti ~;,es the fre-~uency of electroni c 

oscillations." Further, tile fact tt. . .J.t in anyone resion tile 

Barkhausen relation is neve.r obeyed, for either nor~~1-:Jl or 
~ 

(lwarf \":,:u.,VI3S leads to the conclusion that n~Jormal waves and 

all dwarf' waves of 911 orders belong to the S8Jne t2r:?e of 

oscillations. " 

It appears probg,ble th~t tubes of the same type differ 

only in the number and magnituda of ~h8ir oscillation reSions, 

not in the fundamental plED1 of their worl:inc a:i':~~rams,~"'1:1 if 

a region exists it will be located at ne?.rl:r the same part 

of all diagrams. 
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The reason ',;hy the dwarf waves are :'~ore easily obtg,ined 

wi th certain tubes is due el::.tirel~l to tl:e symmetry of the 

electrodess The coniti tion of symmetry iE essentiall~. a 

condition of equality cf tines or ~passage or the electro:ls 

in every direction in the tube. If these tiLl-CS are 

sufficiently unellual, the oscillations v/ill be broken u~). 

The higher the order of the dwarf ::.'aves the core the:.;- are 

affe8t.ed by these iLe:.!,.ualities,t)ecJ.l!.se the grea~er v~ill be 

the r~lative difference betweeTI ~he period o~ oscillation 

and the tii~les 01: t~-~e electrons in different ~5rec r.i ons. 

3ince the whole wavele::'J~t:l s~ectrum o:f any G71e tube 

is never full~r covered,i-ot.~::..:.._~enko is led t;) the cOlJJlusion 

that there ~re oscillatil:g circuit~ iD the "tubes, in the 

ele.otrodes or in the le3.ds to the bases,whose 11,'3,tl~ral ;.el"iocts 

are close to the l"Jerlods of the observed oscill:J.tions. r:ll:is 

conception also accounts for the observa.tion th:l.t ~.ll dVJ9.rf 

,-, ,. l' i l' t· s waves are ' .. T-~,l osc ~a 1.on • ::-evertheless , it S8e~·~s rat.~~ ~~r 

a we ~::: ~J 0 in t in th e theo ry he h J.S bui 1 t up. 

The third paper in this series is devoted to the theory 

which is presented to explain how the f:1ainetance 01: the 

dwar~ wave oscillations is possible. 

Considered in the light of the remarks on l,age 78, it 

ia apparent that first order dwarf waves are those for 

which the ratio of the. feriodio time to the tl?~le of 1)assage 

o~ th& electrons is l/~. For the second order dwar~stthe 

ratio is 1/.6, and so on. Th') :formula of Gill and :~orrell 

expressed in the 61uations of pa.ga 41 ind_i~ . .:.ted th~l.t 
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.tlotentla.l, 'the grid will always rema.in fosi ti vely charged. 

The plate,on the other hand..will be ';lternatel:r positive and. 

negative. Filament oscillating potent.ials can be tiisregarded. 

Consider two electrons a anQ b ann plot their trajectories. 

~~sswne the. constant grid.. potential.. is so seleu-"tsn tb.s:v the time 

the electrons take to pass from t1:e :tilament "to the pla.te is 

equal to the period aE£ the alt~rna ting po tenti?.ls. The e.leutron 

a issues from the filament ~~ the mement that the grin potential 

has its ma.ximurll value,and its accelera.tion to the grid. will have 

the maximum possible value. It will pa.ss 'the grid wi th a high 

velocity. On its 1! ath to "the plate i t is acted on b:t a 

retarding field weaker than the acceleratin,c:: field that acted. 

previously, because the grid is now, less :)081 ti ve than oefore, 

while the plate potential is in the positive half-oycle. 

This aleatron will therefore strike the plate and givJ up 

its remaining energy. 

The electron b issues from the filsl'nent when the, grid. 

potential is a. minimum. It ha.s an aaceler9. tion s':::aller th::-ul. 

the particle do had. and i t passes the gri 0 wi th a lower veloci ty. 

In the grid-plate space the retarding !ield on it is stronger 

than the accelerating ~ield had been. As a result the electron 

will not reach th e pI ate, and w.ill re turn towards the grid. .is 

1 t s.:pproaahes the 1'1lament on passing the grid, it again ch~}ges 

direction, and 9.gain leave.s the filament when the grid iJotenti a.l 

is a miJrlimum. 

Consequently, beca.use o:r the presence of the :-.1.1 terna.ting 

potanti,ils on the electrodes, the electrons are sorted into two 

groups.o One group is not able to produce ,oscilla.tions, and gives 
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rise to ·h ..... +e current qhich fio s .~ le osci lations OCCur6 
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tube will oscillate perio<iically, the I>Jriocl of oscillation 

being- one-third the period of' the- electron ogcillations. 

Hence "the reason why a vaCUlLlll tube aa..."Y1 gener.~te dwa.r:l 

waves is because the tube 0 an 1ir '=ll1s;-:i t energy i~1tO t"t:e 

oscillating circui t connected with it~:.nd. "tr~Jle'-':it it ::ieriodicall~l 

wi th a. ;;eriod elual to the natural :;eriod of the circui t,Eot 

only when thi s na.tural period is equal to the lIe riod of the 

elecjrron oscillations, but :iJ.so when it is any in"t8f:r:}.1 fraction 

ot' this ti rre • " 

"Even if the ne~ative fot-entig,l on the plate is so great 

that electl-'ons ara unable tc rea.ch it, the presence of the 

alternating electrode potentials causes a division of t1"'8 

electrons into two groupa. This is the case nescribed by 

I.roller on pa.ge 116 as I'phase-so.rtintt'. 

The oscillation of the densi t:.r of the current 1'lovJing 

through the tube and the process OT ~ransmission of energy 

into the oscillating circuit can be forma.lly expl.-iin8.ct ay 

the presence of a so-called "negative r·Jeistance" between 

the electrodes of the tube. The stqtia characteristic of the 

tube is not a falling oharacteristiC:, so th "3.t the negati ve 

resistance in this case must be considered as essentially 

dynamical. The theory of Sahanek involves this idea,and it 

v~ill be 'remembered "that Hollmann suggested it (~age 75). 

Such, then, is the me chanism sll:.;ported b~T -....- otapenko. 

T"!"le remainder of thie p0.r er :i.E (l evotea. to l.:lustratilJg ~-~OV:l 

the m3.thema ti cal result s of K.J.:L.JZ OV be ar ~.1'\.is out .~~·1:1_ how they 

c a.n be extended to explain the dwar:f waves .. 

J:.'11J;·: ov worked out. by il1t~~~r:::, tion ~~il' t1'_l. • - \ In fin i t e Se r -:. ,]. S , 
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poten~ialson the wavelength of the oscillations,and draws the 

final conclusions of the work. 

The "Ilavelength forrrrt1l. 0. of Saheibe in ~lrnost all C9..ses Si vas 

values higher th~~ those obtained erperimantally. This can 

be dU9- to one or more of three poesible causes 1,:lhich the 

formula does not Qonsider: 

Cl) The ef~ect of space-charge. 

r 2) The effect of the alternating iiofientia.ls. 

CD) The effect of initial velocity. 

All three of these 'luanti tie.s vary wi th the emisttion current 

in a. tuba,so tha.t wavelength logically varies wi th emission 

current. 

~ll o~ Potapenko's work was done with the grid potential 

above satur~tion value,so that there can h~ve been no e~fect 

due to space-charge. The effect of initial veloaity is 

vanishing1y small. The alternating potentials must therefore 

aocount for the. major part of any discrepancies found. 

Beaause the grid voltage must be raised to ge~ the point 

of maximum oscillation, the B-K constant for the normal waves 

rises considerably with decrease of heating current. With the 

dwarf waves the reverse is the. ~setand the B-K oonstan~ ~alls 

with the heating current. 
5;1 

Epstein has shown that exactly these conditions would 

result from the effect of the electrode alternating potentlals. 

"This proves that as far as aan be seen from the above 

investigations the difference between observed ffild calculated 

wavolengths is to b& explained completely by the dependenoe or 
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the wavelength on the ampl.itude of the altern3.tJ.2.lg I~,ote:'ltials 

appearing cn the grid 82:1d l)ls.te of the Labe durillg 8scillations. 

It is not absolutel~l true th.:t this U6fol:..denc e is a.lvvays due to 

the alternatir~ J:iotentiaJ.s where the griQ voltage is not 

above the saturation value." 

Potapenko conolu~l_ee tho.t t:~e errors in tlH~ best wavelength 

'forlli-ulae then amolUlt to about 9;\, for ne~leating the effect of 

the Jl ternating potentials t ~bout Dii for-ls sumin g l.:lq,ne inata.a.d 

initi:1l velocity corrections. Consequently 5_n developing a 

formula. it is more !~esentisl to consider the j.lterna"ti~}(j 

potentlals than it is to correct for th'3 c:,"'li~ldrieo.l shape 

of the eleayrodes. 

The relatively small errors in9.:p.fJl~Ti~~g the 3-1: or 

Scheibe formula.e to the normaJ. waves under all e02'.cli tions 

proves t finally t that i t is nee es s ary to ~reserve the fundarnental 

conception of Barkhausen and "urz that the length o~ a normal 

wave corresponds to the period of an electron oscillation. 

b ·· nk 54 tl :l. very recent paper y .L"otapa 0 ou ines ide:1s \':l:.ich 

he is at present de valoping vli th regard to tLe reI ation between 

B-K and G-l.: 0 scillati ons • Eo tlafini ta conel 1..:3i ons ~U~ e gi ven. 



Chapter VIII 

:lectron Oscillations ~s G~seous 

tt t 55 h 10~: t') :~ pap er by L.1.~Ye le on t VJ iell a.ppeared in .n._hl, 

gave the following information: 

"The VJork of B3Xkhausen a..."t1Q Kurz ~-:11d_ of Gill rv.ld I.:orrel: 

W9.S done with so-called ha.rd tubes,and these ex~erimel:'ters 

assumed they were dea.ling wi th purely el ectronic :;'Jl:e~-;.o~lf!J...,.a, 

and th::.t no ga.seous ionization \"}8.S cC!1cerned." 

'''Using a t:71Jical aircui t, wi th :J. tube c ontinuous 1:: 

connected to a vacuu.-rn pump we :: ..... T,"e studied the effect on 

the osoillations of ch'3...~ge of griC, voltJ.28,of electron 

current,and of gas Fressure. It found very unexpectedly 

that both the ~l2..te current and 3.I1y si C1 E of osci2.13.tion as 

indioated by Lecher wires ceased abruptly at very low pressures. 

The indication is tr..:J.t a. Sr.lall n.I:lOU~1t cf iClli.zation is 

necessary to this t:T:Ue of oscill.ation. 

unimportant.hydrogen,mercury va.por and 3.ir giving e i.:lil.:.x 

resul ts. 

Since the gas pressure at which the osoillation s to:c":s 

is so low (.00005 millimet ere) t there can be no oon1160 tion wi th 

the mean free pa.th of the ions, whic h at these pressures is rr~,:.ny 

times greater 'than the di~leYlsions of the tube. It is l::)t 

likely that commeraial tubes used by any other investig~tors 

are. sufficiently exhausted to gi ve any indication of t~ie 

dropping off of the curves at the low pressure side." 

"So far no satisfactory explm1ation h'?s been :LOlUld for 
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the .i.Jxofoll...l1d effect of such ;=1, small 3..rnount of gas on the 

behaviour of the tuba." 

This .2 >:)ljsr y.:as the beginning of .'3. controversy \i,'1~ic{: has 

involved almost as much material as the entire subject of 

electron oscilla~ions. 

Side by side wi th many of the papers that h;;1\'9 been 

considered in the pas~ six Hh~pters,a :arge nmnber of them 

by the same 9.uthors as those reviewed~ h~ve ~~)1:;ea.r2·J dozens of 

:.rticles .9.ttemptin~ to eXi:il-liIl electron. oscillations as ei "0Ler 

a function of the ionization in tl:e tube, or due indirectl-:r 

to it. Others h~ve reg Jxd:; d tb.e electron strenm as a j!er:fect 

gas,a.nd h.:ve studied n,J.tur..:..l oscillstion fre .... ::u;:::.cies Tor 

such a gas. 

?robabl:r the most complete investig~tion of a.L~r .tl~~ase 

56 
of the mJ.tter is the :;'J9.per of IJ.D.?~;-:""lir ~11:(1. To:!:-:l:s , l"::'-:ich 

(loncerns the high fre':.:.uency oaoill ~tions t}:,::.t oan be detectf?ct 

in an ordin9.l'Y mercury vapor c_ischarge tube. These~-~,re often 

~ound to be of the same order of w::::.velength :::;.s t~~e electl"c-:,~. 

08cil1 ations that h,3.va been dealt 'JJi th, c:.nc. ':... reI a.t~onb·31:i\Veel~ 

the two is indee~ concei~lble. 

It has been be lieved tha.t a discussion 0:: tl-~es e 

would be out of place in the present 'thesis, b'? cause there lYi s 

not been the slightest possibili ty of eXIJeri41entall:r verifying 

the conceptions involved. Properly the subject ~',!ollld come 

and should be daal t wi th indi vidus..lly. A. :Ll.irly cG~:Lplete 

bibliogr~J.phy on the m3.tter ie iLC~ lud.ed. ::'.0 the end of the thesis. 
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The state or chaos in which the problem is now 

enshrouded is very well inClicatecl by the COnCl1.1ding pa.ragraph 
57 

of a pg;er of Karl K. Darrow in the Bell Technical Journal 

"To anyone desirous of penetratil'~.g through phenomena 

• 

to fundamental laws, the situation as presented in this article 

(On High Frequency Phenomena in Gases) must seem deplorable. 

The laws of the high frs,quenay fiisaharga are almost :purely 

empiriaaJ.., ei ther unexpla.ined aJ. together, or expl9.ined only in 

a. vague and Cl uali tati ve way. Even the datJ. do not form a 

oomplete or aoherent system. For the ramaining tJ~e of high-

frequency glo~ not _ traa't ad. here - the so-aa,lled eleotr8delass 

discharge,in whioh high frequancy magnetic as well as electric 

fields pervade t~la ionized 3.D.d axei tad gas, the situation is 

yet more obsoure. Still, if the read:3r will consult again the 

artiCl-le which preceded this one 58. he will be reminded that 

Q.onsiderable prograss has already been ma.de in interpreting by 

funda.rrmntal theory the events which happen when high :frequency 

fields are applied to gas which is independently ioniz.ed by 

some other agent. Tilis gi vas hopas of T'_lture success in extending 

the theory to the phenomen~ which occur when the high frequency 

fields are themselves the oauses of the ionization." 

The problem of high-fra~uency gaseous phenomena is one 

which at the :present. 'tinE: should certa.inly: very excellently 

reward serious research. 



EXPERI1lE:tIT.lL WORK 



EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

1. The obJeot 01 ~he work. 

A very common ~bi~ of experimenters on physical subjects 

1s to attempt to find explanations or to develop theoriee to 

account ~or observed singular aharacteristiu.s. The partiaular 

characteristio is not oonsidered in its relation to others ~hat 

would resul-t from -varying all possible parameters. This 

accusa.tion may be direoted espeaiall;, to many of the workers on 

electron oscillations. 

A single curve of plate QU1"'renl. to grid voltage for 

one particular set of o~her aonditions means ver,y little,and 

gives no hint or most o~ the properties ox an OSCillator; yet 

suoh a ourve is What Gill and Morrell drew all the oonclusions 

for their first paper from. It is true that their mathematiaal 

theory was not designed to explain the peculiarities or this 

ourve,however. The reoent work of Gill that was disoussed in 

ahapter VIr was started t.o explain a very particular :form 

of working diagram of the type o~ Fig. ~l,hav1ng grid voltage 

and grid current dimensions,in wbich the oscillation regions 

happened to run dia.gonally. If Gill r 8 apparatus had given 

a working diagram witn the osoillation regions parallel to 

either axis,as is very often the case,ha would not have been 

able to obtain the different harmoniu wavelengths at the same 

grid volta.ge by varying the emission,and undoubtedly woulQ net 

have arrived at the same conalusions. 

Hollmann's explanation. of Fig. 27 has already been 

men'iened as probabll unsuitable for a similar reason. 
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In the g&neral case, the eircult o~ the electron osoillator 

includes :four variables,whiah can tlontrol the characteristics. 

~ese are 

(1) External cirouit dimensions and constants. 

(2) Grid potential. 

(3) Plate potential. 

(4) :r11ament heating current. 

Emdssion current is often substituted for (4),but it 

is obviously a tun~tion itself of the grid voltage,and is 

not a primary parameter. 

In addi~ion to these, the two external variables of 

magnetin and eleotrostatic fields are available to demonstrate 

internal eleotronic actions where possible. 

There are five quantities which are functions o:f one 

or more of these variables,and the variations of whioh give 

the indication of the effeot o~ eaoh of the above parameters 

on the operation of the osoillator. These are 

( ee) Wavelength of' osoillations. 

Cb) Osoillation intensity. 

( c) Plate ourrent. 

Cd) Grid ourrent. 

(e) Emission. 

All of these eleven items are considered with respeot to 

a single tube. 1 oomplete a.ssortment of tubes indioates four 

more variables: 

(1) Electrode shapes and dimensions. 

(2) Number and looation of eleotrodes. 

(3) Materials used,sspecially in the filament. 
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(4) Residual gas content 01 the tube. 

In the vary great majority of cases, these last four 

£actors are beyond the exaot control of the experimenter. He 

has available certain types of tubes which represent particular 

specifications for each of these. It is therefore only seldom 

possible to obtain oscillator aharaoteristics as a continuous 

function o~ anyone or them,with the possible exoeption of the 

last. 

In view of this,we m~ a~ that ~he oharaoteristics ox 

a s·lven tube are datermined as ~ully as possible when the 

values ox the tive fun~tlon8 a,b,c,d,e have been determined 

continuouel7 ~or all possible values of the first four 

variables. 

An la - Eg oharaoteristio such as Fig. 8 expresses one 

fflnot1on in terms of one variable. The dimension ot the :function 

is involved as well as the dimension of the variable, the 

ourve consequently oCQupying ~o dimensions in space. 

The working diagram of Flg. 31 expresses the existence 

or non-existenoe of one function in terms of two variables. 

The dimenSions of the funotion are no~ given,so that the 

charaoteristic is again two-dimensional in space. If the 

osoillation regions of Flg. 31 were built up from th& plane 'to 

a height at ea.oh point oorresponding to the oso11lat,ion intensl ty 

at that pOint,the dimension of the function is expressed in 

the dimensions of two variables.and the aharacteristio is 

three-dimensional in space. 

If now it were desired to show the oontinuous effeot 
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01 a third var1ab1e,BUch as plate Toltage,on merely the 

existence 01 the function,the previous dimension of- intens1~ 

of osoillation could give place to plate 'Voltage. The resulting 

three~dlm&nsion81 model would indicate the regions of 

oscillatlon,without regard to the intensity of oscillation 

a.t any point. 

But,!! it were deSired to express ~he intensity OI 

oscilla.tion as a con'tlnuous tunat10n o£ the 'three variables 

01 grid voltage,plate voltage,and external circuit langth,1t 

would be necessary to make use 01 a 10urth dimension, time. 

The problem would obviously be solved by taking a motion 

picture of the shape of the model as it varied with plate 

'Voltage. 

!o bring in the only remaining variable, filament 

current,and to express the osoillation intenSity as a 

contLQuous function oi four variables is beyond the scope of 

hnman ingenui-cy. A number ot mo"tion piotures could express 

the iutens1t7 as a continuous function of three variables, 

and as a point function of the fourth,but this oanno~ be 

extended to the desired condition. 

Eaoh separate fanct10n of the five would require an 

indiv1dua1 spaoe-model,if it is a fanation of t.o or more 

variables. 

In praotice ~he problem is considerably simpl1~1ed. 

Osoillation intensity is the only one of the funotions we have 

any nead of complete diagrams for. The others oan all be 

referred by numerical taoulations to this one. 
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Also in practice plate voltage 1s not an instructive 

variable. By that I mean 't.hat if the plate 'Voltage be varied 

either positively or negatively :from zer,o, the normal. effect 

on the oscillations 1s to a.ffeot the wavelength slightly 

due to the change in potential conditions in the grid-plate 

space,and to gradually reduce the oscillation 1ntensi~y to 

zero. Positive plate voltage draws all the electrons to the 

plate and preven~e oscillation entirely. Negative plate voltage 

moves a virtual oathode in the ~be aloser to the grid,and as 

this Tirtual oathode approaches the grid osa111ations oease. 

The two exceptions to the above generalization are the 

oeai11ations obtained by secondary emission,desoribed by the 

seoond paper ox Gill and Morre11,and the oscillations which 

have oocasionally been obtained at high negat1ve plate voltages, 

as in the oase of Sche1be and P1erret. It is certainly true 

that this second type 1& not encountered with the majority 

o£ available tubes.and beoause the first type should he 

considered apart from the normal oscillations,we m~ 

satusfaotor1~ carry out all experiments with the plate at 

the same potential. as the filament. 

The three-dimensional apace model showing oscillation 

intensity as a function of an y two variables presents more 

information at a g~ance than any other form of graphiaal 

representation. We may regard 1 t as a standard. bl11m1nation 

of plate voltage as a slgni:fictant Tarlable has left three 

remaining variables to be dealt wi the The apace diagram oan 

express only two 01 these at one time. The total characteristic 
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must ~herefore consist of a number o~ space models involving 

any two of the varlab1es,taken for chosen values of the third. 

AB a result we have three distinct forms of space models: 

(I) Those involving grid voltase and external circuit, 

taken ror various values 01 filament current. 

(2) Those involving grid voltage and filament ourrent 

taken ~or various external aircuits. 

(3) Those involving external circuit and filament eurrent 

taken for various values of grid voltage. 

It will be seen that Potapenko's results were all o~ 

type (l),where only one value of :filament current wa.s 

considered. Undoubtedly his work would have been much more 

general and complete had he taken hiB working diagrams and 

space models for several values of filament current. 

There is little Ol- no information available on results 

of type (3). Some tubes will give several ranges of 

wavelength at aonstant grid voltage on varying the xllament 

ourrent,as was found by Gill (page 80),but others will not do 

so In general.and will show a single region of oscillation 

of almost constant wavel&ngth throughout the range OI safe 

:filament currents values. The tubes used for the main work 

of the present thesis were of this tn>8, al though some of 'the 

tubes available gave results similar to those of Gill. 

The main results o~ the present work have come unaer 

type (2). 

The original intention of the work was to carry through 

the prooess of spaoe model& for a very large number of 
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d1f£erent sizes of external oircuIt,so as to obtain a practically 

complete osoillation characteristio for a single tUbe,or more 

than one. Where the external. circuit is the individual va:rlal.>le. 

there are ox course an 1n11n1te number ~ possible sizes,but 

considering a few generallY indicates the trend of indefinite 

increasing of size. 

In obtaining a three-dimensional model experimentally, 

the grid voltage is actually the only oontinuoualy variable 

quantity. A numoer ox curves of oscillation intensity to 

grid voltage are taken xor filament ourrants over the entire 

possible range at small intervals,and these "cross-seations" 

of the space model are used to construct the actual model in 

plasticine. ~o get the detail ox eaoh ~dividual eross-section, 

proba.bly 1rom 20 to 60 .l'aad1ngs are neoessary on the average, 

where plate current, grid current and wavelength are measured 

at each poInt. Possibly 10 to 20 t1lament ourrents must u8 

cons1dared9 depending on the natUi·e ox the osoillation regions 

enoountered. Then :trom 5 to 20 different external. u1rouits 

must De treated to get a suitably complete charaoteristio. 

Thus a minimmn of 1,000 and a probable maximum of 20,000 sets 

of readings is neoessary,eaoh set involving ~he three quantities 

mentioned,so that Irom 3.000 to 60 9 000 individual figures 

are required to oonstruot the diagram. I~ plate voltage were 

an important va.r1ab·le,a slnsle diagram might 'becomesthe work 

o.i several years. 

In view ox the8e Iigures.this thesis has uaen able only to 

make a start towards its original objeutive. 
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e will return to these space mOdels ~1n when the 

experimental work is developed to that stage. 

2. The ~ u1pment • 

Praotioally all ox the apparatus used throughout this 

1 tal k ~ d vi 1 ,,-~ 59,60,61 
exp~r men wor nas oean use pre oua y oy Moors 

xo aimilar investigations. Several OI the ~wo-dimensional 

uharacterist1us Ior the tubes used are ~1re ' dete~~in d by 

61 him tan ~ he outlined their general prope.ties. In addition 

he aonstLuuted the minute wavematers that will be mentionen 

la.ter, and wh10:h havti proved invaluatJle :for ra.pid work. None 

of his curves as taken :tor an osa11latox using an extS:l'D.al 

aircult,however,anu they have not been utilized. 

The tubes on wh1~h all the preliminary work was done 

are Ol: the type illustratea. in Fig. 06. They are all 

F i g. 

. 1 i -entiual in Qonstrua--

tion, al though they 

c~ry the names of 

three manufacturers. 

Fotos,Ediswan and 

Marooni-Osram tubes 

are shown. Very few 

of them possess a high degree of electrode symmetry. The pla~e 

diameter is 1.0 oant1meters,and the griu d1~ater 1s 0.45 

oent1m.et l~e. The filament 1e tungsten,and has a ra.ted heating 

OUlT nt o± 0.70 ampeX&8. The vaauum is probably not exoeptionall 

high .oeasus9 a~ least two OI the tubes have shown ionization, 

ay a olue glow at high gri voltages. 
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The tubes used in obtaining the aurves given throughout 

the 8xper1m~tal work were Maraon1-0sram tubes or exactly 

the same internal oonstruction and electrode dimensions. 

but have bake11te oaseS,and have oean flashed to obtain a 

Oe-tter vaauum. 

other tubes that have sen availaOle for tes·ting are 

-~ 
.---,..~~.-~: .' 

shown by ~ig. 37. 

That on the left is 

the same as those o£ 

Fig. 36. '1!he tube at 

the right and the seoond 

from the lef~ are type 

aGl162,being U.S.Navy 

transmitting tubes. 

They have a high degree 

o£ plate an ~ grid symmetry, bUli have a spiral :t11ament, which 

seems to affec~ heir operation. ~ormal rilamant Qurren~ is 

a.bout 1.25 amperes. The third ana. fi fth tubes from the left 

are two 0 a group whiah were eBpeo1ally buil~ by the Northern 

Electric oompany :tor test purpose. They have grids wound of 

wire .0'1" in dI ameter, but uniortunatel thei r plate diameter 

to grid diameter ratio is Slightly leBs than 2, and probably 

±or this reason they do not exhibit any oscillation regions. 

A number of peanu tubas wl~h varying pitah of grid 

ind1ng have also Dean at hand,Du have not been tested. 

The standard UY22"I's and UY224's,ae well as Western Electrio 

245A'S,TjX222's and UVl99'e have been tested brie~ly merely to 

indioate the possibIlity of obtaining oscillations ~rom them. 
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Several arrang~ents of the apparatus forming the test 

airaui were made, in the attemp't 'to find that whioh would -

L 3 
--=- ? -U -=- > - ~ 

-c.......y 

1 • -

most conven1 n ~or exp9rimen~al ork. The g~neral layout 

finally arrived a~ and used throughou is that of Fi • 3 • 

asa in experimenting requires pr1ncipal~ tha~ any desired 

voltages be rapidly available,and that con "' l1iions remain 

steadY' uring the time readings are Deing taken. 

Although zero plate voltage was use~ ror moat 01 b 0 k, 

a potentiometar and reversing switch is included to all0 the 

app11aation 0 up to volts positive or ne~at1 on the 

plate,Bo that he negligible ef aet o' this voltag an 08 

checked as required. 

The grid voltage supply consists ox 180 volts or dry 

batteries,which are aonn ated to s tahes eo th&t O.90,or 180 

olts can De taken 01: easi1. ~et en the outpu't 0 the 
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switches and the grid of the tuba is placed the output ox 
a potentiometer,across whioh the 120 volt battery supply 

01 the laboratory Is connected. This potentiometer allows 

continuous variation ox the grid voltage from 0 to 120 volts, 

from 90 to 210 vol~s,or from 180 ~o 300 volts,acoording to 

which section ox the battery it is in series with. 

The filament circuit consists simplY o~ a rheostat 

anu battery supply,together with a specially constructed meter 

that magni£ies small eurren~ variations,as will be desoribed 

later. 

Radio frequenoy ohokes are oonneoted in all leads, 

although experiment proves definitely that Where an external 

cirouit is used,they have not the slightest detectable effeot 

on the oscillation intensity. Where no resonant oircuit 1a 

used,and the potentials are the only oonneotions made to the 

tube electrodes 9 the filament ahokes become important. The grid 

and plate chokes Beem to be of very little importgnoe in any 

0&S8. Experimenters as a rule have not used suoh chokes. 

Experiments were made with tuned ohokes in the f1l~ent circuit, 

with no resonant oircuit at the grid and plate,and the 

osoillation intensity was found to have fairly marked variation 

with the tuning of the chokes. 

FIg. 39 is a curve o:t osoillation intensity to dial 

reading,for a tuned ohoke consisting 01 a .00006 mXd. variable 

condenser with a one-half inch induotance,conneoted in the 

negative filament lead o~ a CGl162 tube. The tube is operated 

with the plate entirely free,and oscillation intensity is 
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measured on a thermo-aouple conneoted to two short Lecher 

leads from the grid and positive filament lead 0 the ~be. 

These leads do no oonstitute a reso,nant cireu1 t because 

the grid vol~age is so 10 that the electron frequency 1s 

much lower than the natural frequena~ of the leads. 

With a similar choke in the negative lead, the aurY8 o~ 

Fig . D9 .E' ig 0 

Fig. 40 z9sults. It is to e no ad tha~ (for this ourve the 

intensi y is at a maximum fo ~he soale set~ing that gave 

a min1mwn in Fig. 39. Evidently- resonance occurs at that 

setting. Probably due to the conneotion or one Lecher wire 

to the positive filament term1nal,16sonanoe in the one case 

aids the oscillations by preventing ~oss or oscllla~ory power 

externally,while in the other case resonanoe chokes ou~ 

some high frequency currents whioh norma11y inorease the 

oscillation. 
r 

Similar tests made on the grid ~hoke in exactly the 

same oircuit 1ndica~ed no obser able variation OI intensity 

with the tuning of the ahoke. 

The means of connecting the Leoher system to th t ube. 

and the point of appli at10n of the fixed potentiala ooth 

palmi t of several variations. Possibly the most gen rally us d 

me 0 is to conneot the Leohers direotly to the tub 
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and to place a blocking condenser in the bridge. The po~en~1al8 

in this case are applied to the Lechers. This arrangement 

now permits o~ variation of ~he poeitlon of ~p11oat1on of the 

grid and plate pote.ntials,whlch seems to be or some importance. 

It is also possible in this case to connect the po~ential 

leads to the ~o sides of ~e bridge. Sine8 the bridge is 

presumed to generally be a node of the system,it is theoretically 
62 

the oorre~t place to apply these potentials. Grechowa has 

oonsidered some of the possibilities suggested here. 

The above general method was used for muoh of the early 

work in the present aase,:Ior several d1ffel"ent paints of 

application of the potent1als. It 1s,however,rather awkward 

to have a oondenser always in the brldge,and the method was 

changed to that il1ustrated in -che diagram ox Fig. 38. Here 

the poten~ials are conneated directly to the eleetrodes,and 

blooking oondensers are placed immediately at the eleotrodes 

in the two sides o~ the Lecher system. The bridge now becomes 

simplY a short-circuit oi the system,and it is possible to 

determine the effect of different types of bridge without 

havins the complioating faotor ox condenser impedanoe to 

consider. It is believed that thia method is most satisfactory 

~or general wark,although that mentioned above would permit of 

much additional experimental work. 

The Lecher system was Qonstru.cted 0:[ i" brass rod. 

the two sides being spaoed 5 oentlmeters apart. At the one end 

these were bolted fiDDly to the terminals of the Sangamo 

.002 mfd blaaking oondensers. The condensers themselves were 

bolted to individual sonkets in which the tube prongs rested. 
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nperimental lliOrk indiaatsa that the nature of the bridge 

used is very important. F'or the most part, it. is d.oubtful if 

a sliding bridge is advisable at all. Telescopic Leahers with 

the bridge aonsisting of the end short-airauit are undoubtedly 

the -0 at Soluliion o:f the pro lam. Part10ularly is this the 

oase where the Leeher wires are larg and alose together,So 

tha.t the i 1" induotance and iatributed apa.city are large. 

In this case 1 t appears that a. br1 dge at any considerable 

impedanae does not eliminate the end effeot of al~ seotion of 

the wires beyond it. If the Lecher wires are smal.l and are 

fairly well separated,a low impedanoe or1dge does effectively 

vary the constants of the ciruuit. 

The type of oridge U8e~ IOE th~ first experimental work 

here is illustrated roughly in Fig. 42. A Wes~arn Eleatric 

thermo-coupl is fitted with heavy copper arms hat allow 1~ to 

rest on the Lecher wires and slide along them,the arms making 

cant 1nuous cont act. Figs. 43 and 44 show an a.daptation of' this 

Fig. 42: 

m thod, where a 

blocking uondenser is 

used in the br1 -ge in 

series ith the 

thermo-uouple. 

Another type of 

oridga used oonsisted 

o a .005 mid Sangamo 

conaenaer bol -ad to two copper strips whia-h were wound twioe 

around the Lechers on either "side. This does not allow intensitr 

measurements in the br1 -ge. 



Fig. ~ 

Figo 44 
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Various methods for direot short-circuit constitute 

the final possibilities. The simplest 1s a aont1nuous copper 

t i d d th d b nk 63 h s r p woun aroun e two ro s. A paper y To s as 

dealt with ~he question of the effeot of the tree enas in the 

case where a ahorting brldge Is used,and suggests that a double 

bridge w1 th a second ahorting bar one eighth or a wavelength 

behind the first eliminates all end effects. 

It i& probable that end effects are essentially eliminated 

if the bridge takes the form of a plate of several 1nuhes width 

along the Leahers. 

Por obtadning tube charactarist1as,hoW8ver,the use of a 

sliding bridge is not recommended,and no free ands should ever 

exist during experiment. 

3. Measurement of wavelength. 

As was mentioned on page 16 of Uhapter 11 of the last 

sectlon. the method of standing waves on wires as a means 01 

measuring wavelength has been known since the b_g1nning of 

the oentury. Even toda.y it remains the standard :tor all 

hlgh frequency measurements. 

~hree variations of ~hiB method have been compared in 

the present work. In the first plaoe,Barkhaueen and Kuxz 

measured wavelength on the external circuit connected direotly 

to ~he tube,by observing the effect on the plate ourrant and 

bridge current of moving the briage. This method is certainly 

the most acourate,and if it were no~ for the effect o£ the 

bridge position on the operation of the oSoillator,would be 

used exclusivelY. Potapenko's measurement of wavelength xrom 
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the simpli:fied working dia.gram 01' Fig. 32 are based on exactly 

this principle. Rough wavelength measurements can be easily 

based on it by moving the hand along the Leahar system.and 

observing the distance apart of pOints at which the plate 

Qurrent or osoillation intensity becomes a minimum. Gill and 

morrell took many of their wavelength measurements in this way 

by moving a knife blade along the wires. Its position ~or 

the pOints o-f minimum plate current aould be determined within 

one-half centimetertand the wavelengths oould thus be measured 

with no more than 1% error. 

A seaond variation or the method is to use a small Lecher 

system of the same order of dimension of the oircuit on the 

tube,and to observe wavelength by the critical positions of a 

bridge moved along it. This method has several disadvantages 

unless the external oircuit on the tube is ~airly large. 

Pri~clpallytthe pick-up in suoh a cirouit is very small,and 

high ~requenoy ourrents induced in it are not easily meas~~8d. 

Soma workers have been ab1& to fix the ur1t1oal positions of 

the bridge on this ~oupled oirouit by variations in plate current 

or osoillating current in the oscillator,and have obtained 

accurate re8Qlts rrom this. The equipment te8t~ here,however, 

did not reaat in this waY,and the method could not be used. 

Although nodes and loops along such a ~ystem oould De definitely 

o'bserved with a thermo-aoup1e bridge as in .i'1g. 42, the, wavelength 

could not be fixed within 2 to 4 oent1meters in any case. Such 

low precision is o~ no experimental value. 

The final adaptation of the Cloupled cirouit is to use 
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a very long set 0 f Lechers \,ioupled to the primary a ircu1 t 

through a ana1ler set of the type disoussed under the last 

paragra.ph. In the present work it wa.s found that by using 

an external system about 20 feeli in length. coupled to the 

primary oircuit oy a pair of rods 01 3 feet length shorted 

at the enci awa.:y :trom the long wires, a thermo-eouple bridge 

gave very oonsiderable uurrents a1; the oscillation loops and 

practioallY zero current at the nodes. A typioal curve o~ 

thermo-couple current to position or bridge is given by 

~ig. 46. Although the wave is not symmetrical, the pOints of 

lowest current are very definitely marked.and the sides of 

two separate waves Bra parall~l with a high degree of precision. 

From the :figure, the wavelength ot" the 0 scillat10n De1ng used 

could be s~ted definitely within less than 1 cent1meter ae 

being 64.5 aent1meters. 

This method 1s particularly useful where a positive plate 

voltage is being aplied, and where the plate uurrent does not 

indicate the oscillation 1ntens1ty. It must unQoubtedly be 

regarded aB the olassical method,to be used whenever dispute 

may arise. Because the dimens10ns Ol: the over-all system 

are large,it dO~B not tend to resonate sharply at any ox the 

~requencies experimentally encountered,and consequently the 

maximum thermo-oouple ourrent is a very good indioation of 

osall1ation intensity. 

Moore 6( appears to have been the only experimenter ever 

to attempt to use the standard a011-aondenser absorption 

wavameter I aL· measuring electron oscilla.tion wavelengths. 
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sing a General R~io midget condenser OI oapacity .00005mId, 

he Iound that an induatanae consisting or about one 1nuh 0 ' 

ire a~ross ~wo proj ot1ng parts o~ th ond.enser made a 

waveibet r resonant be1i een 55 centLTDaters and 150 centimaters. 

A similar con eneer with two of he rotor plates remove ,and 

1-th thtl induatanae conals ' ing of the sho 'test possible 

eonn ct10n bet een rotor and stator showed resonanoe between 

45 oentimetere and 00 0 ntimeters. 

He then ~ounn that i~ one or these waveme~e & were ~uned 

~o the resonant f equenoy 0 an electron oscillato ,a k1ak 

in the plate ourrent could be very easily obser ad. By 

observing these kicks and measuring corresponding waveleng"tha 

acauratel on a Lecher system,he was able to calibra e ~he 

wavemet rS,obtaining th curves or F1g.46. Tha two wavemeters 

themselves are 

Fig. 46 

seen a~ the la!t of 

Fig. ,an tne one 

in h inQuutanua in 

lihe one a ase c.an 

De noticed. 

The value of 

such wavemeters is 

tremendous xrom tne 

point of view or time 

saved. Measuring 

wavel ngths on Leoh r 

eye ems equires on 

th& average two or 
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three minutes for each individual reading,or longer If very 

high aocuraoy is desired. Measurements with the absorption 

wavemeters can be made in a few seconds in most cases. 

There is,ho.ever,one serious limitation to their use. Some 

regions of oscillation are found in whioh the plate current 

kick at resonance 1s very very small,and in the extreme, there 

are oases where the kiak cannot be deta~ted at all. 2he 

regions obtained at low grid voltage and high tilamsll't current 

show this oharacteristic very s~rongly. 

The oscillation region of shortest wavelength enoountered 

for anyone value of filaman~ ourren~ generally has the appearanoe 

ox being 'unstable'. It is very sensitive to the presenae 

of the hand around the Lecher syst8m,an~ the osoillations are 

1mmttdiately stopped by touching the wires. In this oase,it 

is sometimes possible to oompletely stop osoillation by tuning 

one o~ the small wavemeters to resonance,even though the me~8r 

be several inohes trom the tuba. Oscillations of longer wavelength 

for the same value of filanent ourrent appear to increase in 

'stability' with the wavelength,and the region of l~gest 

wavelength for high filament ourrent usually exhibits the 

characteris~io mentioned,of showing no plate aurrent kick at 

wavemeter resonance. At the s&~e time the oscillator beaomes 

less sensi ti ve to the presenoe of the. hand, and the osoillations 

are merely reduced,not stopped,by touching the Leuher system. 

The long externally coupled wires must be used to measure the 

wavelength in these stable regions. 

4. The nature of the effect of the heating current. 

The resul ts obtained by Gill 43 t and those shown "by 
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61 
Moore prove tha~ at least in soma cases variation ox 

filament current may cause osaillation to ocour in 

dif~erent regions. Moore's figures indieate that changes 

in :filament ourrent of 5 milliamperes oan often cause a 

change from non~osoillation to strong oeoillat1on. 

Whenever a Clharaateriat10 1s obtained under constant filament 

current oonditions,it is obviously necessary that this 

constanoy be maintained wi thin 1 or 2 mil11amperes. In 

taking a space model characteristio,Ia - Eg curves are plotted 

for several values of c-ons'tant :filament ourrent,so that 

the present work has required some means o:f maintaining 

this constanoy. The device of Pig. 47 has 'oean used for 

Fig. l!7 

this purpose. Its 

prinoiple is the faot that 

the UV199 tube has a very 

steep uharaoteristic of 

plate aurren-t to filament 

current,st constant plate 

voltage. By passing the 

filament ourrent of the 

osoillator tube through 

a resistance,and using the resultant voltage drop to heat 

the filament ox a UVl99,any small variations in the oscillator 

~11ament current can be magnified in the plate current of 

the UVl99. Then by using a reverse Qurrent through the plate 

mll11ameter of the 199 to null the normal pla.te current value, 

a very low range mill1ameter can be used to measure ~he 

resultant ourrent. Close adjustment of the reverse current, 
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an sui able choice of the low range meter will allow 

any uesired inarement or plata current to be magnified to 

he full soale of the meter. Consequently the same is true 

xor any ohosen inarement of oscillator filaman~ aurren • 

The airauit of Fig. 47 illustrates all these 

charaaterlsti B as dasoL-1oe; in addi ion.1 t 1s neoessary to 

l 
i • 4 

have a low 

resif;;tanae 

shun hat 

can De aonn

ected across 

the mater to 

keep the aurrentl 

through it low 

before he 

re erae cur ant has been aujusted to a sui a le value. 

Fig. a illustrates the :tinal orm taken by thi equipmen"t:. 

The everse current is supplied oy a l.h volt oattary, 

In series with a 5000 ohm variaole resistance at the lower 

le t ot the photograph. The resistance at- lower oenteL is 

that through which the osoillator filament ourrent Ilows. 

~"lo.c various values 0 filamen aurrent this resistance is 

adjustea to keep the f1laman voltage on the 199 a ' 3.3 

volts,where ita oharaoteristio is steepest. The upper 

rlgh -han meter is the filament voltmeter. At the le 't 

1 the plate m1ll1ametar whioh is a 0 - 1 mill1ampere range 

meter. This was found ~o give all the Bensit1 ity dasi ·ed. 

One mll11arnpere ohange of oscillator filament ourrent aus Q 
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a movement of two saale divisions on the plate m111iameter, 

so that ahaok oould easily be made within one hal~ milliampere. 

A Waston 0-1000 milliameter was used ~or rough adjustments 

of the filamen~ aurrent. 

There are four oharacteristics of ac~81 filaments whieh 

tend to complicate eleatronlc problems. These are 

(1) The inItial velooity of the electrons. 

(2) The voltage drop along the filament. 

(3) The magnetic field oaused by the beating ~urren~. 

(4) The mu~al repulsion of the electrons. 

O.W.ltiuhardson in the ulassic work on nEmmsslon of 

lfiectricity trom Hot ..dodlas" ueals at great length with all 

of these. 

Item (4) causee an e~f.Qt that is not eaei~ aalaulated 

or determined experimentally. Item (~) can be caloulated 

mathematicallYi the force produced by ~his magnetie rield 

tends to move tne electrons parallel to the Iilament,ln the 

opposite direotion ~o that in whioh the filament aurrent rlows. 

There 1a no inf.luenc~ in this uase on the rau1al velooity 

Ol: the eleotron,and sinoe the passage time of the electron 

depends solely on the radial velocities,anu not on the path 

length (see 8 below),tha magnetic· field o~ the ~11ament does 

not affeot the wavelength ot osoillations. The displacement 

produoed by i't is so small in any case, that 1't need not oe 

Qonaldered. 

Gill and Morrell (page Ql) mentioned the ln~luenoe of the 

voltage drop along ~he ~11ament. Instead o~ dealing wi~h a 
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8~gle s~ream of electrons actuated by a grid voltage V, 

there are a number of streams moving under potentials of 

from V to V ~ 4 volts. If ~he grid potential and the filament 

potential have a common negative terminal, the streams 

moving under the potential V - 4 vol'is to 'the grid will 

ue in11uanced by a potential of -4 volts on the plate, 

while for the streams at grid Tolt~e V,the plate voltage 

w111 be zero. ConBeqU8nt~ there are slightly different 

oscillation oon~ltions over the possible range. 

No other referenoes to the ef~ect ox this potential 

drop have been %ound. It seems to ~he writer,however,~hat 

the fact at maintenanoe of osoillations over a range OI 

wavelengths :tor the same grid voltage is partially due 

to i~. Beoause ox .he existenoe of the streams aotuat~d b, 

different potent1als, the oscillator should De aole to 

produoe natural electron osoillations over the wavelength 

range oorrespondins to the voltage range. The G-M etfec~ 

o~ the oontrol of the external circuit on wavelangthtor 

the range of values of the ratio of the per1o~ of a resonant 

circuit to the natural eleotron osc1llation period should 

extend ~rom the extreme paints of ~he wavelength range 

corresponding to the voltage range. HeDoe the apparent 

range of values of the ratiO should experimentally be found 

to be grea ter than woula be oalculated :from a. formula such 

as Kapzov'so And this effect is greater the lower the grid 

voltage,since the peroentage variation due to f1lgment 

voltage w1ll be higher,and the wavelength range oorr6apond1ng 

w111 be grealier. 
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It has been apparent from ~e experimental work o~ 

this thesis that electron osaillat1ons oan best be obtaLn&d 

from the tubas that were used when opera~ing at the knee 

of the saturation atlrve. Oscillations ha.ve not oaan found when 

complete saturation has set In.nor do they tend to exist 

at low grid voltages and no saturation. The prooess of 

saturation,but not the exiatenoe o~ saturation,seams to be 

essential to oscillation in the general uasa. 

In view 01 the following quotation from Riahardson, 

the Iaotors listed on page 122 ,although they compliaate 

the oscillation processtm~ at the same time oe responsible 

for the p088ibilit,y of oscillation. 

"That the mutual repulsion o~ the electrons,the 

magneti~ ~leld due to the heating ourrent,and the drop of 

po~ant1al along the wire are the ohief gmleral factors which 

prevent the attainment of saturation is strikingly shown by 

64 some reosnt experiments o~ 5ahottky _ Using conoentrio 

oylinders,the thermionic uurrents with small differences of 

potential both acoelerating and retarding,were measured under 

conditions suoh that both the heating current and the consequent 

drop of potential were aut out at the instant of measurement. 

By means of a suita.ble "in and out" 8witch,operatlng- oontin

uouslY,matters were arranged so that no appreciable variation 

of the temperature of the wire ensued thereb7_ Und~r these 

conditions the drop of potential along the I1lamant and the 

magnetio ~ield are eliminated,and it was found that the ourrent 

saturated at zero potential difference,exoept tor an affec~ 
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which was smaller the lower the temperature and the smaller 

the current.arising :from "the mutual repulsion of the 

elec·trons. " 
66 

"Sahlichter by using methods of heating the electrode 

which do not involve the passage of an electric aurrent has 

oeen able to show that ~he eleotron current with 220 volts 

driving potential is only about 10 to 20 percen~ greater than 

under zero potential differenoe,when the hot metal has been 

thoroughly slowed ou't.rt 

Consequently,if oscillations cannot oaour a~ fu11 

saturation,we owe their existence entirely to the disturbing 

effeots which prevent the attainment ox saturation. 

If the initial velooity 0% the electrons be expressed 

in vOlts,we have an exaot measure of the effect ox the velooity 

on the wavelength. It is evident that whatever this velocity may 

be,its effect 1a to shorten wavelength. 
66 

Davis80n and Germer and others have demonstrated 

experimentally that a Maxwellian distribution 0% veloa1ty 

exists among the electrons emitted by a :t1lament. Working on 

this basis.it should be possible to Iind the velocit.y in 

volts at whioh the majority o~ the eleotrons are emitted. 

Msxwellian distribution is expressed by the faa't that 

the number of 8lactrons having veloui~1es between u and 

u + du satisfies the :formula 
_hmu2 

N 2h m u e 

where Nu is the number of eleotrons at veloa·1 ty u,N is the 

total number in un1 t t1ma.h is Planck's oonstant,m and a are 
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the mass and charge or the elae ron. The general ·shape 

of th Maxwell curve is shown by Fig. 49. It states that 

no lectrons are ~m1tted 

with zero 'V·eloci ty and 

N none with im:1ni e 

valo Ity. At some finite 

value, the number of 

eleotrons emitted Is a 

-----. u maximum. The numbs 

emitted at valo It1e 
i g . g ·eater or less han 

this value deoxeaeea as he alo Ity considers is greater 

o less ,L'especti valy. It is apparen t :trom this th t, oar 1ilg 

o her disturoin 1a tors,a vol age 1 retartting he electrons 

will turn 08. k all those i h elocl tea less han a value 

QO - espondtng to tnis 01 ag • ~he plate current 0 retardin 

voltage VI will be the integ -81 r om this velocity to 1nfini~y 

O£ the axwell our e. aried,the limits 0 the 

integral vary. ~he plata ur ant xor 11 0 will be th 
1 

total 

axea under the axwell curv ,and he pI te cru:ren at any 

otneI velocity will have a rela lve magnitude equal to the 

area under he curve xrom infinity down ~o that velo 1 y. 

consequently the first di! erent1al or the pate aurx n 

curve should give a Maxwell diatriou ion ·urv~,and snoul 

in 1aste the favo ad veloui y. 

This would oe the aee 1 tha pot n 1al VI were oon tan 

alons the lang~h ox the Iilamen. _ctually we mu t bring 

into oonel eratlon the vol age drop due 0 the i11ament po anti • 
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Suppose g id voltage~Vl wi~h re~ect to the negative an~ o~ 

the filamen~ is used. e will differentiate the grid current 

curve rather than the plate current ourve. Then Wig. 50 

F 

0 - --

0 - -. . 

0 ----

0 - - - -- -

0 - -.--~ 

, 
~. F 

~-

shows a typical cross-

section OI the tube. 

The retarding voltage at 

the posi~ive end o~ the 

x11ament is V1 + vo,where 

V i 'the fil ament potential. 
o 

Ix there aI-a g grid wires, 

the re1iara.lng po-c6ntlal at 

th~ second grid wire rrom 

the positive end ox the 

rilamen 11:1 Vl 4-& ~ 1 vo.and the.re is a similar exp assion 

·0 reach 0 - ~he othe grid wires. ..tt"or he nth wire !from the 

negative end Ol: -che :t1Iament,thi be "ornes vI + ~ Vo. ~he 

eloolty co respond1n~ to this is 

/2 ID ~Vl + i ;~ 
an '" th grid ourren II ~o tha.t pruttic.ular grin wire is the 

integral 'rom his valo 1ty to in1ini~y 0 ~he Maxwell curve. 

1nally, he total aurrent 0 the n grid wires is the integral 

between the limits 0 and n or th above integral,or 
t>i) 

I • r no r 2 N h ID U e _hmu
2 

u 

~fl+~ Vo 

Consequently the second differential ox the SLid current aurve 

taken or various values 01: VI should give the shape 0:1: the 
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distribution ourve.and ~he velocity in volts at which the 

maximum number of electrons is emitted. 

Suoh ~ the basis on which a few experiments were 

oarried out. So far as is known they have never been carried 

out before. 

At first the grid current curve was taken for grid 

Toltage intervals of a quarter o£ a volt,and the resulting 

aeoond differential curve (as the rate of change of slope 

at all points) did not show a maximum. Later it was found 

that the velocity at Which the maximum distribution ocours 

is generally o~ the order of less than half a volt. Richardson 

mentions this fact briefly in his text. The final ourve 

was plotted from gria current values taken at every .01 volts 

from 0 to 0.5 volts,and for every .02 vol~s trom 0.5 to 1.0 

volts. The resultant curve was plotted,an equivalent 

smooth curve drawn for oaloulation purposes,and the 

seoond differential curve o·btained by direot observation 

of the rate of ohange of slope along the curve. The plotting 

was first done on a very large soale,to allow sufficient 

acauraoy. The curve of Fig. 61 is the result on a smaller 

scale,and indicates that the maximum number of eleotrons have 

a velocity of SDout 0.17 volts. 

This value ie so snaJ.l that i't can never account :tor 

any o·b.served disorpanales between experimental and theoretical 

wavelengths,and there is no need of considering the question 

further. The value was ~ound to rise slishtly for inoreased 

filament aurrents,uo a maximum of about 0.22 volts. The 

figure of 0.17 resulted from a filament current of 0.63 amperes. 
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The poss1ble e:ffeo -t of. inl tial veloci ty on the generation of 

electron oscillations at very low grid voltages is considered 

later with respeot to the charaoteristic 0:£ a. tube. 

5. Misoellaneous experimental work. 

3y this time the object of preparing spaoe models to 

illustrate the aharaoterlstles ox a tube had been deoided on, 

and the first experimental work on the osoillations was 

undertaken with a view to proving that plate voltage ia 

not a determining variable as far as the oharaotarlst1c is 

conoerned. Conditions ware suoh that the conclusions to be 

drawn rrom the resulting work are more far reaohing. 

The tabe used in the tests was one of those ox Fig.36, 

Ediawan lti05.s1nc8 deceased. Ths osoillator was of the type 

in whioh both the Leohers and the plate and grid potentlals 

are aonneoted directly to the eleotrodes,so that the bridge 

aonsists of a thermo-aouple and a pair of blocking condensers. 

The Leohers were o:r 1~5 oentimetere length,and the bridge 

was ~ixed for the work at 119 oen~1maters. 

The iirst curves taken were of osoillation intenSity, 

wavelength, and plate and grid Quxrent to plate voltage. 

With positive plate voltage the wavelength had o:f oou.cae to 

be measured by the external coupled Lecher wires. Very 

surprisingly,theee ourves were found to eXhibit dlsaontinuities. 

At certain points the wavelength would ~dd8nly change from 

83 oentimeters to 60 aent1metera. 

Then 1~ was found that i~ the bridge were set at 110 

centimetere length of' uircuit,these dlsoont1nulties did no't 

ooour. Obviously, then. they must be a function of thebr1dge 
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position primarily,and only incidentally a function ox the 

plate 'Voltage. 

To decide this quest1on,aurves of oscillation intensity, 

wavelength and plate and grid c:urrent were taken :for 

aontinuous variation o:f the position of the brl.dge from next 

the tu'be out to the end of the Lechers. The results of this 

work for one value o~ plate voltage are given by Fig. 52. 

In add1 tio~ to these curves t disoussion must 'be based on the 

further ooservations that if the bridge were removed from 

the Leohers entirely,the strong oscillations at 85 aentlmeters 

were :round,while iI the entire Leo.her system were removed 

xrom the tube,osoillations OQcurred at 60 oentimeters. 

The main feature to be observed is therefore that the 

effeot of the bridge in moat positions is to make the external 

cirouit anti-resonant. When the bridge rests at a node o~ 

the Lechers, the effec t of· the bridge i tseli is lost, and 

oscillation ooaurs at the same wavelength as if the bridge 

is absent. 

CUrves taken in exactly the same manner for values of 

plate voltage ~rom -7 volts to 10 volts showed the same general 

characterist1os,with slight differences in the wavelength 

values,and in the soale of ordinates for the currents. 

As the plate voltage is made 1nareasingly negative, the 50 

oentimeter waves oompletely disappear at about -6 volts,leaving 

only the 83 centimeter waves. which remain of almost the same 

lntens 1 ty at this point as for zero plate volta.ge. As the 

plate voltage reaohes .8 volts, these waves also disappear,and 
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no osa111at1ons of any kind can be deteated. 

When the plate voltage is increased positively,oscilla~ion 

intensity increases :for plate volt ages up to about 3 vol"ts, 

then gradually falls off to zero for both types of waves,and 

rinally reaohes zero at between la and 20 vol~s. 

The desired resu1t is therefore dextnitely illustrated, 

that plate voltage is a quantitative rather than a qualitative 

variable. 

In addition to this there are the following unexpeated 

indioations: 

(1) A resonant external circuit is not formed hy the 

Leoher wires to the bridge and the bridge itself. If this 

were the oas9,Qontinuous displacement ot the bridge should 

produce a oontinuous wavelength ahange,over the possible 

regions that a working diagram or the Potapenko type woUld 

demonstrate. 

This bridge consisted of the 600 ohm heater section 

o~ a thQrmo-oouple,in series with two Sangamo .001 mcrd miaa 

condensers. Its overall impedance at the high ~requenoy 

used may have amounted to thousands ox ohms. To examine the 

e~fect on the wavelength. two other ~orms ox bridge were 

tested. The first consisted of another tharmo-oouple ox 

heater resistanoe 1.5 ohms,in series with the same two 

condensers. The second consisted 0:[' a single .002 m~d 

condenser moving directly on the rods. There is no indication 

ot any greater variation of wavelength with bridge position 

~or either o~ these. 

The faut mentioned on "the last page that the 85 oentlmeter 
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wave is uharacteristio,of the Lecher system as a whole, 

while the 50 aentimeter wave is oharacterlstio of the tube 

itself,leads to the oonolusion that has been mentioned before 

that the use of a bridge of this type Is not to oe 

reoommended,and that to perfectly investlga~e the effect of 

external airouit changes, the external circuit should have no 

free ends. 

(2) The intensity of the 85 nentimeters waves Is about 

twice the average intensity ot ~ha shorter waves,whiah may mean 

that G-M waves tend naturally to be more intense than B-K 

waves. 

(3) In acoordanoe with the results expressed by the lormula 

ox Hollmann,the wavelength does definitely decrease at higher 

oscillating Qurrents. 

(4) Plate current and 'oscillation intenSity' as expressed 

by the tharmo-couple in t.he bridge seem to ueB.J:> an exactly 

oPPosite relation to that usually assumed. Oso1llation intenSity 

maxima ooour for the minima of ~he plate current curves. 

Where the bridge is not governing the wavelength of the 

osc11lat1ons,this may be explained by the loading effeot of 

the bridge. When the bridge ie at a loop of the standing 

waves on the wires,the current through it tends to be a 

maximum. At the same time it is plaoing the heaviest load 

on the osaillator,and the oscillation magnitude.as indioated 

by the plate currenttfalls. When the bridge is at a nOde,it 

places minimum load on the oscillator,the current through it 

is small,and the plate ourrent rlses,1nd1aatlng actual greater 

intenSity of the oso1llations. 
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If the bridge were always the effeotive end of the 

oscillating circuit,i~ would be always at the same position 

on the standing wave,anu the variation ox ourrent through 

it would correspond to the true variation of oscillation 

intensity. 

The important general (lonclusion to be drawn :from these 

curves and those first taken at a fixed position of- the bridge 

is the possibility o~ obtaining meaningless characteristics 

from an osaillator when an over-all characteristic is not 

determ1ned. When ourves of the type o~ Fig. 62 are taken for 

d1f~erent plate To1tages,in addition to the quantitative 

changes,the oscillation peaks for the higher wavelength shift 

to one side or the other a distance oi a few centimeters. 

Thus when the first experimental o~'ve was taken 

with the bridge at position 119 osntimeters,thEl discont1nui'tiea 

found were due not primarily to the plate voltage change, 

but to ~he shift of the wavelength characteristio. For the 

case o~ zero voltage shoWD,the 119 aentimeter position 

happens to be in the center of a region of 83 aentimeter 

oscillationo At a positive plate voltage of about 6 volts, 

this region sh1ftf entirely past the 119 centimetar position, 

leaving 50 oent1meter waves there. Henoe the error that might 

have led to an untrue explanation. 

Following this work,a few testa were made on the general 

method of obtaining electron oscillations by secondary emission, 

after the method of Gill and Morrell. USing the same oirauit 

as that used for the work of the last few pages,with a 
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thermo-c~uple bridge fixed at the end o£ 125 eentimeters of 

external cirouit,and with two rectI£ier power supplies givIng 

the plate and grid potentlals,readings of plate ourrent,grid 

current and oscillation current were taken for continuously 

varying plate vol'tages from 300 volts to O,atvgrld voltages 

in 25 volt steps from 350 to 150 volts. No wavelengths were 

measured. 

The resulting aharaoteristia as a working diagram,wh1ch 

does not indicate the intensity of oscillation is shown in 

Pig. 5S. Por plate volt ages greater than the approximate 

line ab,up to the high plate voltage limit ot osoillation 

in each case, the static aharacteristic of the tube is a 

falling one. Thus secondary emission is definitely taking 

place. The plate voltage does not become negative for any 

o£ the pOints oonsidered. 

To the left of the line ab oscillations are 1ndiaated 

as ocourring for all grid voltage between 160 and 300 volts. 

These osoillat1ons are due to the normal action o± an 

electrov. oso:111ator. Hence below a certain grid 'Voltage 

the ahange from the ordinary isoillat1ons to those produced 

by seoondary emission is oontinuouso 

This partioular diagram is a very useful one for showing 

the relation between the experimental work o~ different 

workers who have been dealt with in the historioal swmnary. 

The section desoribed immediately above indicates the nature 

of the work of Gill and Morrell in their second p~er. 

To the left of the zero plate voltage axis,we aan asorioe the 

researohes of Plerret and Sohe1be showing oscillations at high 
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negative plate voltagea. The region immediately around the 

sero plate voltage line for grid voltages from possibly 10 

volts up,and for plate voltagas from -10 to the line ab 

is the region in whioh the: ma.jor! ty o:f all work has been done. 

And finally,for small positive or negative grid voltages, 

with plate voltages above some value, there is defined the 

region over which regenerative oscillations are obtainable. 

These regenerat1~e oscillations in the present work at low 

grid voltages,and the limits of the region for the particular 

tube and external circuit used were determined as shown. 

6. The reaul~ of testing different tubes. 

lv1any writers have declared that they have :found it 

imposaiule to generate electron osoillations with tubes having 

oxide filaments. but no difficulty was enoountered in the 

present work in obtaining quite satisfactory oedillations 

from the UY227 triods and the UY224 tetrode tubes. The few 

testa made showed that these osaillations did not oacur, 

however, until the emission current reached a value of about 

75 to 100 milliamperes. Obviously continuous experimenting 

under suoh (; ondi tiona is impossible. 

The filaments of these heater-type tubes require several 

seconds to cool oelow the emission temperature. This accounts 

10r a rather pretty phenomenon. If the filament voltage be 

removed when the tabe is oacillating and the emission is at 

& high pOint, the very gradual deurease in the emission allows 

the plate current meter to follow the oscillation intensity at 

all pOints. A visual characteristic curve 1s obtained in a few 
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.econds by this method,which gives a rough check on the 

final characteristic. 
. 67 The CGl162 tube has oeen desarioed 'by several authors 

as being one of the best available for produaing eleotron 

oscillations. In the present work it was 07 very little use, 

and .is not to ue compared with the other types tested for 

stability o~ osoillation,intenslty oX oscillation and 

oscillation regions. 

It has already been mentioned that this tune oould 

only be made to osoillate i1 ~he plate were left absolutely 

disQonne.cted. Nhen this is the case, the plate lmlst take up 

some equilibrium potentia1,and iI the same potential were 

applied externally,the same oscillations should result. 

Plate potent1als 1rom 50 yol~s positive to 600 volts negatIve 

were applied. out the oscillations oould not be detected. 
68 Beauvais has indicated that the potential OI the ~ree 

eleatrode tends to be several hundred volts. 
69 

A shor~ paper by ~reit was found attar this test, 

whiah describes similar tests made wi-ch "a tube with a helical 

:Iilamentn,l:~rom whiuh osoillations could only be obtained by 

leaving the plalie free. Undoubtedly it is the same type of 

tube. 

7. The eifeot of eleotrostatio field. 

For soma reason the author obta.ined the impression at 

first that if the distanoe of travel ox the eleotrons in 

the filament-pla.te space of a. given tube were increased,the 

wa.velength would be increa.sed. This increase of trajectory 

diatanoe o.an easily be Obtained by applying a strong 
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eleatrosts1iia ~i&ld along the axis of the filament. 

Using the arrangement 01: Fig. 54. an attempt was made to 

produ a this result. By aonneoting three rectifiers in 

series,a potential o~ about ~OO volts was obtained,and 

applied across ~he two copper plat s ShOWD,whiuh are 

perpendicular to the axi of the filamen~,and are abou1i 

4 centlmeteL"s apar to This means an electric 1iel 0 over 

800 volts per inch. In the tube itself oscillations ware 

being maintaine at 15 vol s gri voltage. The grid-iilamant 

Qistance ox .220 cent~me1iers indicates the field st.en~th to 

e about 175 volts per inoh. Calculation of the diagonal 

trajectory of the e~eatron in tha tube in this oasa showed 

] 19. 54 
thab a waveleng~h shift of about 5a~, or more, as poss1 1 • 

On applying the field neither oscillation intensity nor 

avelength changed observably. The plate ourrent was 1 lbly 

reduce • indi at1ng tha.t a ~raotion 0 the eleo't 'ons are 
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being defleQted to the walls of the tube at one end OY the 

filament. 

Theoretical consideration of the problem suggests at onoe 

that the original assumption was a fallacy. The wavelength of 

the eleatron osoillations is determined by the time taken to 

travel the path,not by the distance travelled. Sinoe the 

radial. Telooi ty of "the alectrons is unchanged by the eleatro

static ±ield,and sinoe also the radial distanoe they cover 

during an osoillation is unahanged,the eleatrostatic ~ield 

should apparently have no e:ffeot on the wa.velength. ~he test 

is at least a thorough experimental verifioation of this 

result • 

. !nother line o~ investigation is suggested by the curious 

phenomena whioh oc-our when the oharged condensers of the 

reotifiers used are disoharged by short-circuiting the plates. 

This of oourse aauses a vary rapid variation of an eleatrio fle1d 

£rom the initial value to zero.whioh in ~n produces a magnetic 

field. Osoillations in the two fields take plane at some 

resonant frequency. The effect on the operation of ~he tube 

was to immediately reduce the osoillation intensity to zero, 

then to keep it at a low value f·or possibly two seoonds, then 

'to allow it to build up gra.dually over a period of· 4 or 5 

seconds. tfhe implied fCield of investigation is the effeot o:f 

high frequenoy or even Qontinuous magnatia fields on the 

operation of the o&to111ator. The cont.inuous field effeot has 

already been oonsidered to some extent by Hol1mann. 34 
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8. The principal. experimental work. 

The final objeot ox this experimental work ha.s been 

defined as the determination ot enough space modal charaater-

1st1cs for one or more vaouum tubes to indicate ~heir complete 

oaa111at10n possibilities. ~he amount of work required for 

such a problem has als'ooeen suggested. The natural result has 

been only a partial attainment OX 'the ini"tial aims. Nevertheless 

the results are suffic lent to indicate the po tential.i ties of 

the method. 

~he characteristics all through have been obtained with 

the circuit ShORn exaot1y by Flg.38,with the external Lecher 

system the only OOllstructiona1 variable. Three conditions 

have oeen tested: 

(1) Using no external circuit. 

(2) Using an external circuit of 135 cen~imeters length. 

(3) Using an external oircuit 240.4 aentimeters in length. 

E'aah of the las1i two uircu1 ts has been oonstl-uated o:f 

the t"orass rod mentioned previous1y,and has bean terminated 

by a xlat copper strip soldered to the rods. 

The procedure for obtaining the aurves is as fo11owe: 

Starting at zero grid voltage, the filament ourrenb is adjusted 

to a low value. The grid voltage is raised slowly and 

continuously until a sudden rise of plate current indicates 

the presence o:f oscillations. It no oscillclrli1ons are :round 

tor the filament ourrent shown,a higher value is used and the 

prouesB is repeated until they are deteoted. When a region 

is enaountered,srld voltage is varied in very small steps 

aoroBe 1t,grid current,plate aurrent and wavelength being 
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recorded at each grii. voltage value. The grid Toltage :is: 

then increased slowly until the next oscillation ragion ia 

enoountered,whare the same readings are taken. 

Plate voltage is maintained at zero with respect to 

the negative filament terminal throughou'&. Filament current 

1s maintained oons~ant within 1 milliampere ~or each 

curve, al though the numeriClal value g1 van for each aurve 

undou~tedly has not this precision. The intensity of 

oscillations at each point is expressed as the rise in 

plate current caused by the oscillations. That ls,the plate 

current ls raad With the osci11ations stopped anu then with 

the osaillations present. The difference 1s taken as the 

intensity meaauxe. 

The wavelengths have been measured in all asses with 

the small absorption wavameters. The fact to whioh atten~lon 

was aalled on page 119 that no plate aurrent k1c:.k can be 

observed under cer~ain conditions is not an experimental 

problem. All tests indioated that the wavelength varies only 

s1ightly- across gny one region of oscillation.and since a 

region is always in an unstable state be:tore it reaahe-8 

the sta-ble oond1 tion, its wavelength can always be determined 

'before stability exists. No valuable infonnation is lost 

by omitting wavelength measurements in the very tew oases 

where the wavemetars cwnnot be used. 

The curves :first obtained in this way, with no external 

olrcu1t oonneated to t,he tUbs,are given by Fig. 55. 
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The equi alen aurves for the 135 cent1meter and ~he 240.4 

uentimeter external cirouits are given by ~igs. 56 and 57 

e pect1vely. 

~aah 0 these sets o~ aurvas represents the ross-

section at certain rilament curren alues of the spaas-model 

having grid oltaga and Iilament current dimentions. 

The ii s step in sing them to 80nstruat the space 

mOQ 1 is to lay ou he wOLking- diagram, showing the areas 

throughout hiah the oltage an currant oondition are 

avora 1 to osaillations. The plastic material u ed IOX 

m~ell1ng is than built up 0 er these areas,so hat its 

height $t every point is a measure ox on inten~ity of 

he oscillations. 

~1agrams 0 this typ~ eLe const ucted IO the case 0 

o external. i aui an e oase o' 13 oent1me~er external 
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oircuit. They are illustrated in .b'igs. 58 anc1 09 raspec i a1 • 

fhe working iagram ior tne 240.4 uentimeter ex~ernal sy tem, 

as given by 19. bO givas a comparable indication Oi her 
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the osaillation regions exist in this ase,but does not 

show relative intensities for the different regions. 
I-

I 
'I I, I ,I I 

t 'I' 111f-

I I 
I I L 

r 1'1 

~he additl.onal 

curves of Rigss 61,62, 

53,are neaessary for 

uisoussional consideration 

ox the space models. 

]ig. 61 illustrates 

"h gria. cur en-t saturation 

aurvaB 0 the tube used, 

taken with the plate at 

-the same potential as the 

filament. 

Fig.bG shows a 

P ~ul~al' varia ion OI the pIa e ourrent as the gri voltage 

is £sisau gradually rom zero. 

~ i • ti i he omplete haractax1s~iu ~or eaoh 01 

the ex e nal circuits at the one value o~ filament cur ent, 

U.68 amperes. ~avelength.plate ourran~ as oscilla~ion intensity. 

an g id uurrent are plotte. oinue the space ,model does not 

in 1tsel:.c cousl.der avelength,cur es such as lIhis are necessary 

Ior a thD ough exPosition o~ a tube6s harautaristio. These 

uomplet-e charao"teristias were tiaken:to eaoh ot" the individual 

·urvaa o~ Figs. ~5. 6 and 57, but hey can be discussed withou~ 

their aing presented in full. 

The work so far is not suXfiaient1y complete to warran 

any netailed theoretical conclusions. The only disoussion that 
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cab be sincerely presented 1s an attempted interpretation of 

the experimental charaateristios,and an indiuation of the 

logiaal result of further experiment as suggested by the 

present. work. 

9. DisQussion of the experimental work. 

(a) The regions of oscillation. 

The most obvious distination between the spaoe models 

or Figs. 58 and 59 is the number of regions o~ oscillation 

in the two cases. Fig. 59 shows 6 different modes of oscillation, 

while Fig. 58 indicates only 2.(The apparently distinot regions 

at grid voltages over 200 are of exactly the same wavelength, 

and are essentially the same region.) 

The eLK regions for tha 135 centimeter external circuit 

can only correspond to the harmonic resonant wavelengths of 

that circuit. Themean wavelengths or the wavelengths 01 

maximum osaillation in the regions are 227.0,136.0,91.0, 

73.3,59.8,46.0 centimeters. If we multiply these by 1,2,3. 

4,5, 6, respectively, we get a series of figures which inoreases. 

progressively from 227.5 to 302. Curiously,iI we multiply 

by 1.5,2.5,3.5,4.5,5.5,6.5 respectively.all the products lie 

within ~~ of the means with the exception of the final one. 

The wavelength ohange across the regions due 'to the 

change o:i grid voltage is very small, being not noticeable for 

the very narrow first region,about 5,6 at 133 oent1meters, 

1.5% at 90 oent1meters,1% at 73.j oentimeters,and less than 

1~ in the other tm regions. 

Mvidently than. the osaillations in all of these regions 
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are 'controlled osal11atlons',or what have aome to be known 

as Gll1-Morrell oscillations. 

Where no external aircuit is used, the oscillation region 
-" 

at the low grid voltages aho~ wavelengths all the way ~rom 

170 cent1meters to 109 centlmeters,acaording to grid voltage. 

For the osoillations at high grid voltage, the wavelength 

remains almost perfectly constant a.t 56.0 aent1meters,regardless 

of gri d vo1 tags. 

If the B-K produot of the grid voltage and the square of 

the wavelength is oalculated for all wavelengths in the first 

region,regard1ess of filament Qurrent,the v~ue is f~d to 

ba oonstant within a small fraction of 1%. h~identlymthen, 

this region consists of natural oscillations. not controlled 

by any resonant oirouit. The seoond region at 66 aentimeters 

must be a. controlled region, due to soma l:esonant c1rou1 t in 

the tabs itse1f,or in the leads to the tube. 

For the 240 cent1meter external oirouit,there are also 

s~ regions of oscillation in which the wavelength can be 

measured. Those shown for high grid vo1tages at 0 0 70 

amperes heating current are too weak to allow the wavelength 

to be measured. 

The wavele.ngths at maximum intensity in the six regions 

are 216.5,157.6,119.0,96.2,8305,69.0 aentimeters. MUltiplying 

by 2,3,4,5,6,7 respeotive1y,and omitting the first,all the 

products l1e within 2.6% of the mean. 

Evidently, then, these again are purely controlled 

osoi1lations,and the resonant wavalength~ara almost exactly 
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the harmonies of a 240 aentimeter Leoher airau1t. 

It is observable in both of these cases, that on 

multiplying the decreasing wavelengths by the increasing 

order of harmonic, the resulting product shows an inorease 

with the order of the ha.rmonic. Tests must be made on more 

Lecher oircuit lengths before this can be considered a typioal 

characteristic. 

From Flg. 62.the wavelength range across a region 

centering around 45 vol'ts decreases progressl vly. 'ivl th 

no external oircuit it is 1~ cent1meters; with 136 centimeters 

external circuit it is 4.7 oentimeters; with 240 cent1meters 

external circuit it is 1.0 centimeters. The generalization 

indiaated by these results is that the higher the harmonic 

order of a given region, the more rigidly is its wavelength 

controlled by the external circuit. 

This suggests ~he question as to whther or not .here oan 

oe degrees of control of the wavelength. The alternative 

would be that only pure G-M or pure B-K oscillations should 

exist. It this alternative were the actual case, there would 

be a l:lrrn :toundation for the distination between the two 

types of osuillation. If there can be degrees of control, 

we must discard the conaeption of two individual ~ypes 6x 

osoillation.and admit that an oscillator tends always 

to produoe natural :frequenay electron osoillations. In the 

presence of an external airau1t having a sufficiently high 

ratio of inductance to resistance (i.e. high Q) "the wavelength 

changes in the direction of the resonant wavelength o~ the 
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cirouit. The degree ox ohange.or the extent to which the 

ciroUit controls the wavelength will be determined by the 

magnitude of its Q. 

Although this theory has apparently never been expressed 
54 be:fore in so many words,Po'tapenko's most recent paper 

suggests that his present opinions are along this line. 

K 70 hid b 1 h apzov as need sen ab e to s ow wavelength curves 

having slopes varying ~rom that o~ the B-K curve to a 

horlzonaal line over a detini~e range of grid voltage, 

merely by using d1f~erent types o~ external Q1rcui~. 

~') The shortest and the longest waves. 

Considering the spaoe model of Fig. 59 in its entirety, 

there are several interesting features with regard to the 

limitations e~ the osoillator. 

If we draw a line through the minimum f11amen~ current 

pOints et eaoh ox the regions o~ osoillation,we get a ourve 

whioh has the general shape o~ a saturation curve. If we 

reIer this curve to the saturation curve of the tube,Fig. 61, 

very little imagination is required to observe that this 

derived curve,considered with respect to the aoordinates on 

the. base of the spaoe modeltrepres~nta at each filament current 

the value of grid voltage wh1ah JUST ~roduces saturation. 

It might be defined as the locus or the poin~s at which the 

derivative o:r the mutual conductance of the tube approaches 

zero,or at which the mutual aonduotana8 itself approaches zero. 

Then since all the osoillation regions 11e at much 

higher filament currents and only slightly higher grid voltages 
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than the pOints determining this aurve,it is obvious that 

all oscillations must be occurring for a degree of saturation 

at least less than is represented by these points. 

Consequently they must be occurring only for paints at which 

the mu tual Qonduotance of the tube is grea.ter than zero, 

and i t would appear that they 0 an never ocaur when aomplete 

satura~1on has set in. 

The oscillation region at low voltage of Fig. 58 

is definitely inclined to the filament current axis at 

a greater angle than 1s 'the case for any o:f 'the regions oc 

Fig. 69. The reasoning of the last paragraph would suggest 

that the angle of inclination must always be less than such 

a value as would allow the region to aut the derived curve. 

Large values ot the inclination angle can therexore ooour 

only at high values of the filament current. 

Since osoillations do not eXist,then,Ior saturation 

beyond a certain limit,it is apparent that very high grid 

voltages oan only produce oscillations When the ~ilament . 
current is suoh that the grid voltage in question does not 

produce complete saturation. If very short waves are to 

be obtained by inareas1ng the grid voltage, therefore, the 

emission at the same time must be increased. Increase of 

either of these factors tends tOinorease the power dissipation 

or the grid o:f cbe tube. Consequently the short wave limit. 

that oan be reached in this way is determined by the heat 

dissipation ability of ~he electrodeso 
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Considering the high wavelength region of Fig. 59. 

it appears that these osoillations die out at a ~ilament 

Qurrent of about 0.64 amperes,after having passed through 

a maximum value at 0.60 amperes. It would appear fro-m this 

that oscillations also become impossible when the mutual 

conduotanoe of the tube has too high a value. The curves 

of ~ig. 56 show that the second osoillation region of Fig. 59 

is beginning to decrease in intensity for filament currents 

greater than 0.70 amperes,which supports -the above view. 

Thus oscillations can o~cur ~ general only at pOints 

where the mutual conductance o:f the tube 11es between two 

de:finite limits. This does not. account for "the existence 

0% regions of oscillation, but merely defines the area in which 
I 

such regions can be found. 

To obtain the longest possible waves with an oscillator, 

the above limitations require that the filament currant be 

very low,Bo that saturation sets in at a low grid voltage. 

With the 135 centimeter extarnal circuit,the fundamental 

wave ot: 227 oentimetera was found. Wi th the 240 cent1metex 

external cirou1t,however,the fundamental wave,which should 

be from 400 to 500 oentlmeters wavelength could not be 

obtained, even at emission currents of a few micro-amperes. 

The curves of Fig. 62 hase been obtained to illustrate 

a possible limitation on th~ generation of long waves at low 

grid voltages. On increasing the grid voltage 1rom zero, 

the plate current rises to a maximum value for a low grid 

voltage,and then decreases. It is suggested that this is due to 

the ini~1al velocity of the electrons leaving the i11ament. 
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and that ~his same inf1uenae prevents the generation of 

long waves. At low grid voltage, the voltage OI initial 

velocity 1s appreciable relative to the grid voltage. 

When the eleotrons pass the grid with velocity due to the 

grid potent1al,their initial velocity is sufficient to carry 

them to the plate,if the grid field does not exoeed some 

certain value. At low grid voltages all the electrons that 

pass through the grid will reach the plate,and oscillations 

are made impossible. It is probable that a wavelength of 

about 300 centimeters is the maximum obtainable with the 

tubes used. 

Such, in the main, are the exp;erimenta.l resul'ts that have 

oeen obtained in the present work,and the mechan1aal theories 

that arise from them. Some OI the work is of interest in 

itself,while a great deal of it is mora important because 

of the new avenues of experimental work i~ suggests. It is 

very probable that the writer will continue this work along 

some of the lines 1ndica~ed. 

~o Subjects for fu~ure experiment. 

The prinoipal experimental work suggested is the 

continuation of development o:t the spaoe-model method :tor 

the presentation 01: osoillation aharaateristias of a tu.be. 

In this work.for example,it was suggested on page 145 that 

a given osoillation may be more stable the higher its 

harmonia order in relation to the external oirauit of the 

oBoillator. But the spaae-model method had not Deen applied 

w1dely enough to verify this in the general oase. 
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The suggested relation between the saturation aurves 

and the possibility a:f osc1llation should lend itsel:t to 

mathematiaal treatment. 

~tlthough we have explanations xor the reason or existence 

of regions ox oscillation,we have not even a qualitative explana

tion of the :tootors which determine the orientation o:f these 

regions on working diagrams. A study of Fig. 59 and the 

uurves of Fig. 56 from whiah it is constructed indicates 

definitely that with the tub6 :lsed for these tests,it would 

be impossible to demonstrate °ljWO regions o:t oscillation on 

varying the ~ilament current aon~inuouely. None o~ the regions 

agar-lap on a projeotion on the grid voltage axis. But in 

a number or oasea suoh regions have been demonstrated,and 

there must be determining :taotors in this oonneotion. They 

aan only ue investigated by the method o~ working diagrams 

or space models. 

The problem 0,,[ transition states belJwean B-K and 

so-called G-M osoillations is one that is far :tram being 

satisraotorily settled. Investigations or this can be 

oarried out using simply two dimens10n characteristics, 

:ror bridges 0:£ different meahan1c:a1 aonstruo~ions and 

electrioal aonstants. 

If ~be oonstruction equipment is available,a 

practically untouohed field of research is opened up. 

Otherwise,s1gnifiuant information may o~ten be obtained 

by Qomparison o~ results :for available types 0:( tubes. 

Researoh on the efl:ect or gas in tuues is not 
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Qons1dered as pertaining truly to the subject OI eleotron 

osoillations. Rather it is part OI the much broader field 

o~ high frequency gaseous phenomana. 



Appendix 

1. Kapzov-Gwosdower tabulations o:f :f(x) and g(x) • 

x :r(x) difference x f(x) di~ferenoe 

1.70 .63336 2.00 .60269 
.00464 .00643 

1.'15 .62902 2.05 .59726 
.00483 .00530 

1.80 .62419 2.10 .59196 
.00516 .00612 

1 .. 85 061903 2.15 .58685 
.0063'1 .00491 

1.90 .61366 2.20 .5819~ 
.00548 

1.95 .60816 
.00549 

x g(x) diIferana8 x g(x) di::rferenoe 

.82 1.07310 .99 1.960~8 
.03953 .06970 

.83 1.11263 1.00 2.03008 
.04084 .O721~ 

.84 1.15347 1.01 2.10221 
.04219 .07466 

.85 1.19666 1.02 2.1'168'1 
.04361 .07127 

.8b. 1.23937 1.03 2.25414 
.04506 .08000 

.87 1.28433 1.04 2.:33414 
.04658 .08283 

.88 1.:53091 1.05 2.4169'1 
.04814 .08576 

.89 103'1905 1.06 2.50273 
.049'16 .08881 

.90 1.42881 1.07 2.5·9154 
.05144 .091~9 

.91 1.48025 1.0ra 2.68353 
.05319 .09528 

.~2 lo5~44 1.09 2.77881 
.05600 .09871 

.93 1.08844 1.10 2.8"763 
.05688 .10227 

.94 1.64032 1.11 2.9'1979 
.05882 .10597 

.95 1.'10414 1.12 3.08576 
.06084 .10982 

.96 1.7649~ 1.13 :6.19568 
.06293 .113Bii 

.97 1.82791 1.14 3.50941 
.06b10 ~11'1~~ 

.98 1.8~OOl 
.06737 

1.16 i). 42'140 
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